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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Healthcare has become a large industry, with a high number of human and medical
resources in healthcare systems and organizations with several complicated processes [78].
Healthcare is a particularly significant service industry because not only the quality and
safety in delivering of care is critical [68], but also the associated expenses are very high
[35]. According to a recent JAMA study, roughly 20−25% of U.S. healthcare spending is
wasteful [83]. Spending grew 3.9% in 2017, reaching $3.5 trillion or $10,739 per person,
accounting for 17.9% of the GDP [27].
Healthcare systems face several challenges such as increasing process complexity, inefficient utilization of resources, high pressure to enhance the quality of care and services,
and the need to balance and coordinate the workload of health systems staff [44, 3, 29, 9].
Therefore, the need for effective and efficient processes for delivering healthcare services
is imperative. Data-driven approaches including operations research and predictive modeling can overcome these challenges and improve the health systems performance in terms
of quality, cost and patient satisfaction. These challenges lead to increased research interest in several domains of healthcare for many scientists. The key data-driven healthcare
problems in different studies can be summarized as resource allocation and scheduling,
logistics planning, medical treatment, preventive care and disease diagnosis with the main
focus on hospitals processes and services. [19, 18, 70, 34, 5].
Hospitals are a key component of healthcare systems with many scarce resources such
as caregivers (nurses, physicians) and expensive facilities/equipment. Unfortunately, when
it comes to healthcare operations and flows (patient, resource/equipment, information),
they are complex, manual, and reactive, resulting in delays, under-utilization of critical
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resources, and most importantly, compromised health outcomes. Process and resource
management is regarded a high priority for healthcare systems in order to control costs
while achieving high quality of care [46]. It is widely reported and understood that resource allocation and coordination is of utmost importance in managing the efficiency and
effectiveness of healthcare systems and hospitals [60, 90].
Poor bed management and ineffective patient transfers are two important factors associated with hospital crowding, cost inefficiency, and patient dissatisfaction [2]. Patient
transfer is a critical aspect of workflow within healthcare systems and the daily rate of patient transfer in inpatient departments of U.S. hospitals is 40−70% on average [49]. This
high rate of patient transfer has far-reaching impact on resource utilization of the hospital. Therefore, providing efficient patient transfer and coordination is crucial to achieving
cost efficiency and delivery of timely and appropriate care [54]. Moreover, patient transfers by definition involve different departments and efficient transfers cannot be achieved
without inter-departmental coordination solutions and technologies [2]. Optimized bed
assignment is the other critical aspect in care management and it is highly dependent on
efficient coordination of different tasks including bed identification, cleaning, and assignment. Collectively, bed management and patient transfer are two important sub-services
that significantly affect hospital performance and efficiency [54, 81]. Given the complexity of healthcare operations, bed management needs an integrated system-wide approach
to provide resource and activity orchestration based on real-time information (about patients and resources) and optimized decision making [90]. Fortunately, most hospital
systems in the developed world have employed some form of an Electronic Health Record
(EHR) system in recent years to form a critical data backbone to support the realization
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of such orchestration platforms. Real-time information available in EHR systems can play
a significant role in providing better operational coordination between different departments/services in the hospital through optimized task/resource allocation.
In this research, we particularly focus on the problem of resource and task coordination within the care network spanning the patient flow from Emergency Department to
Inpatient Units (ED-to-IU network) to reduce ED patient admission waiting times. EDs
are an important gateway to hospitals around the world and account for more than 50%
of admissions in the U.S. hospitals [1]. Poor coordination in bed management (tracking,
turnaround operations, and allocation) and delays in transferring admitted ED patients
to inpatient beds leads to patient “boarding". This is a condition where a patient being
admitted into the hospital at the end of ED treatment is “held up" within the ED due to
delays attributable to factors such as admission approval, lack of clean inpatient unit beds,
and patient transport resource shortage. Boarded patients not only occupy critical resources within the ED, limiting access to other patients seeking ED services, but also have
a significant affect on healthcare cost, outcomes, and patient/staff satisfaction [2]. ED patient boarding is currently regarded an international crisis, and in the U.S., the Center of
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has been requiring hospitals to report ED patient
boarding statistics since 2014. While the median ED treatment time for admitted patients
is 5.5 hours in 2016, the median boarding time is another 2 hours and 16 minutes and the
problem is prevalent across all states and regions of the U.S. [26]. To address this pressing
problem, we propose an integrated system-wide approach for real-time orchestration of
tasks and resources across different departments within the ED-to-IU network in order to
minimize ED patient boarding time.

4

Figure 1: Hospital task coordination and resource allocation: Conceptualization of hospital services requiring multiple sub-services, tasks and resources (left) and ED patient
admission to an IU as a special case.
Figure 1 demonstrates our research scope. The left side of Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchy embedded in a healthcare system service, where a service can consist of multiple
sub-services and each sub-service includes different tasks and resources. While healthcare
system involves several services as a complex system, in this study, we focus on the service of admitting an ED patient to inpatient units within the hospital. The right side of
Figure 1 displays admitting an ED patient to an IU as a special case of healthcare system
services. We consider bed management and patient transfer as two important sub-services
that significantly affect hospital performance and efficiency. [54, 81].
1.1 Research Framework
Several studies have been conducted in the domain of healthcare resource allocation
and scheduling. Since the costs of healthcare around the world are still rising, specifically
in the U.S., proposing a novel and effective optimized approach for resource allocation
is necessary [31]. There exist several different factors that affect health resource uti-
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lization and efficiency. An important factor is coordination of care across departments
in order to achieve better resource allocation and quality of care. Coordinated resource
allocation focuses on how well the right quantities of healthcare resources are managed
and allocated among health services from an operations research perspective [31]. In
our coordination framework, we consider different resources (inpatient beds, cleaning
staff, transporters) and tasks (patient transportation, bed cleaning, and bed assignment)
to provide an event-based dynamic approach where the event is defined according to the
availability of a new patient, task or resource. We develop a mixed-integer programming
model [8, 93] for solving the resource allocation problem, which consists of several realworld constraints/requirements such as patient gender matching during bed assignment to
double rooms, appropriate and equitable resource assignment, resource availability time,
patient/room isolation constraints, patient over-flow policies, staff shifts and changeovers.
We define a multi-agent system framework including a transportation team, an environmental services (EVS) team responsible for cleaning beds/rooms, emergency department,
and inpatient units. We use real-time EHR information from hospital systems for coordination of different agents and develop an integrated optimization model for resource
allocation. Our main decisions include: 1) IU bed assignment to patients, 2) EVS staff
assignment for cleaning dirty beds, and 3) Transportation staff assignment to transport
patients. Our framework is illustrated in Figure 2.
We focus on two scenarios in our proposed framework. In the first scenario, we consider the reactive approach of resource allocation in ED-to-IU network in hospitals. We
assume that the resources are assigned after the admission decision to IU and disposition
decision from the IU. We develop a deterministic dynamic real-time coordination model
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Figure 2: Framework for coordination of care and resource allocation within the ED-to-IU
network
for resource and task assignment using mixed-integer programming. Next, we introduce
a proactive approach to demonstrate how early task initiation [13] using available EHR
information in upstream tasks like as triage and initial patient assessment can improve
the reactive approach for resource coordination. We propose a proactive stochastic MIP
model that significantly extends the reactive deterministic MIP model via incorporating the
uncertainties in patient admissions. Our proposed proactive approach demonstrates that
ED patient waiting times are further reduced when a reliable prediction of ED admission
decision ahead of the actual admission decisions are available. We assume that when a
new patient arrives at emergency department and is started the testing and treatment process, the information about the patient, such as patient’s health history, provides reliable
estimation of disposition decisions and admission times before the actual admission. This
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Figure 3: Comparison of reactive and proactive resource allocation approaches across the
ED-to-IU network
estimation helps to improve the resource allocation to relevant tasks in a proactive manner
regarding an impending demand. Figure3 demonstrates reactive and proactive resource
allocation processes across the ED-to-IU network.
Since first-come first-served (FCFS) is extensively used for bed management and patient transfers in many healthcare systems, we compare the performance of our model
with FCFS approach using data from a leading healthcare facility in SE-Michigan. The
proposed reactive and proactive approaches are shown to significantly outperform FCFS
practices prevalent in hospitals in terms of waiting times for admitted ED patients while
also improving resource utilization, availability, and workload equity.

1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this research are summarized as following:
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• First of all, we propose a novel and flexible real-time resource allocation and coordination model that can manage different types of resources. Our model is one
of the the first models to propose dynamic optimized coordination within the EDto-IU network (bed assignment, bed cleaning, and patient transfers) using mixinteger programming. The developed model provides assignment of resources to
tasks, but also schedules the tasks for a rolling planning horizon while satisfying
many real-world requirements and constraints. We consider several real-case constraints/requirements such as patient gender matching during bed assignment to
double rooms, appropriate and equitable resource assignment, resource availability
time, patient/room isolation constraints, patient over-flow policies, staff shifts and
changeovers. Our model successfully coordinates bed and staff allocation and reduces the boarding time significantly.
• In addition to reactive approach which has been commonly employed in previous
studies, we proposed the proactive approach (early task initiation) for both deterministic and stochastic versions of the developed MIP model. Our results show that
resource utilizations are improved and patient boarding times are reduced by taking
advantage of real-time EHR information.
• We propose tailored solution approaches for reactive and proactive models including
several pre-processing methods to improve the expensive computations of optimization models. We also provide a specific and efficient sampling strategy for generating
scenarios for the stochastic version of the MIP model.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we review the related
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works for reactive and proactive resource allocation models developed for health systems.
Chapter 3 discusses the proposed MIP models and their formulations in detail based on
the reactive approach. In Chapter 4, we analyze the proposed proactive approach based
on deterministic and stochastic MIP models. Finally, in Chapter 5, we provide summary
and conclusions of this dissertation and propose directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2 A REVIEW ON REACTIVE AND PROACTIVE MODELING OF RESOURCE
ALLOCATION IN HEALTH SYSTEMS

In recent years, many researchers have focused on the problem of improving the performance of health systems, particularly healthcare delivery services. As a main workstream, researchers addressed the resource allocation and coordination among different
units of hospital [43]. Various studies considered different types of resources in their proposed models. Among the many scarce resources, the following are extensively studied:
1) staff doctors and nurses [30, 52], operating theaters for surgeries [57, 80, 89] and 3)
inpatient unit beds (managed through emergency department to inpatient units network)
[6, 28, 37]. Although these studies proposed approaches to improve health systems, only
a few have addressed the complex interactions between patients and the various hospital
units such as intensive care units (ICU) and emergency departments. The complex dynamics of the relationship between different units and resources has not been addressed
in depth [43].
There exist many studies for resource allocation and patient flow management to
improve the efficiency of healthcare systems focusing on the aforementioned scarce resources. While several studies have proposed reactive models, some studies have provided
proactive resource allocation models by early task initiation in upstream processes using
electronic health records (EHRs) including patient health history and previous admission
records [13]. Proactive management and early task initiation enable emergency department (ED) to proactively contact to the relevant inpatient unit (IU) and request a bed
for patient waiting to be admitted [10, 56]. In this chapter, we review the literature on
reactive and proactive approaches for resources and tasks allocation in hospitals.
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2.1 Reactive Modeling of Resource Allocation in Health Systems
In this section, we primarily focus on studies that have employed reactive modeling for healthcare task assignment and resource allocation. While majority of the approaches use mathematical programming [96, 85, 81, 92, 74, 23], several studies also report on the application of simulation modeling [77, 66, 58, 79, 86, 40] and queuing theory
[69, 88, 82, 4, 67, 59] for resource allocation and bed capacity management [47]. Simulation models are often used for scenario analysis to simulate patient flows and process
workflows, and can assist in staffing and bed capacity management decisions [47, 22].
There are also studies that promote discrete-event simulation to support bed allocation
and manage patient flows [50, 32]. However, in general, simulation based decision support systems for operations management are not practical, and they are too demanding in
terms of initial model calibration and continuous model refinement over time to keep pace
with process/policy changes and data quality. Queuing theory is the mathematical study
of waiting lines, or queues, and is able to consider time-dependent stochastic flows. In
the context of hospital systems, it allows researchers to model the impact of patient arrival
process, service duration and resource levels on patient flows and resource utilization.
Other approaches such as scenario analysis can explore the impacts on the outcomes of
the queuing system and provide resource utilization by systematic variations in the input
parameters [14]. Bed assignment policy planning [67, 53], resource utilization management [14], and patient priority management [45] are applications of queuing theory that
addressed in the healthcare domain. While queuing models can provide good insights
into system dynamics for capacity planning, staffing, and policy development, they are not
practical for real-time healthcare operations management.
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2.1.1 Mathematical Modeling
Mathematical programming has been extensively employed for the scheduling and allocation of scarce resources to improve flow and utilization. We first focus on the studies
with explicit bed assignment considerations. Luscombe and Kozan [64] proposed a new
dynamic resource allocation and scheduling model and heuristic solution algorithms for
bed assignment and task-resource sequencing in EDs. They reported on the performance of
the proposed approach using historical data. More recently, Feng et al. [39] considered resource allocation in EDs and proposed a new stochastic multi-objective optimization model
minimizing the average patient length of stay in hospital and medical resource wastage.
Their proposed meta-heuristic solution approach integrates a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II with multi-objective computing budget allocation. Authors reported on
the results of a computational study and a discrete event simulation model of the ED flow
at a Taiwanese hospital. Both studies rely on heuristic solution approaches.
For dynamic patient admission scheduling problem, Ceschia and Schaerf [25] considered optimal multi-day assignment and scheduling of patients to inpatient beds subject to
capacity and gender policy constraints. A meta-heuristic approach using simulated annealing and a complex neighborhood structure was proposed and evaluated through an experimental study. The results showed that their model is able to solve large problem instances
within reasonable computational time. In another general bed assignment study, Thomas
et al. [90] proposed an analytical decision support framework using mixed-integer goal
programming to assign beds to patients. In addition to multiple goals, their formulation
considers operating constraints such as staff and hospital requirements, unit utilization
requirements, and gender mismatch requirements. Similar to our study, their approach
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collects input data as a snapshot of the hospital states from real-time data and workflow system. The proposed formulation however does not account for the coordination of
bed assignment with other support services such as bed cleaning or patient transport. In
addition, their model is not able to consider scheduling of tasks for resources across all
supporting departments in order to achieve better system-wide resource allocation in the
time horizon. More recently, Burdett and Kozan [21] proposed a deterministic integrated
approach for resource allocation and task scheduling using flexible job shop scheduling
where patients, beds, hospital inpatient units and health care activities are considered as
jobs, single machines, parallel machines, and operations, respectively. They proposed a
hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm for solving the problem. They applied numerical tests
to evaluate the efficiency of their model. Since the flexible job shop scheduling problem is an NP-hard problem, the authors developed a hybrid Simulated Annealing (HSA)
approach and constructive algorithms which achieve high quality near optimal solutions.
Their model assigns patients to beds and other treatment locations (such as pre-operation,
operating rooms and recovery units) and schedules the patient’s activities in the assigned
locations. This model takes a multi-stage approach and each job is a set of activities.
The authors did not compare the proposed approach with current real-world practice to
evaluate its performance. In addition, their model does not account for many real-world
constraints.
Several other studies consider general resource-task assignment and scheduling without explicitly considering bed assignment. Punnakitikashem et al. [75] introduced a new
integrated nurse staffing assignment model using stochastic integer programming to minimize the staffing cost and their workload. They applied their model on real data from
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a Northeast Texas hospital. As a solution framework, they developed three approaches
including: 1) Bender’s decomposition, 2) Lagrangian relaxation with Bender’s decomposition, and 3) Nested Bender’s decomposition. Hosseini et al. [51] developed a resource
allocation and coordination model using multi-agent systems where there exist multiple
agents and multiple tasks. They used Multi-agent Markov Decision Process (MMDP) in
their approach. Zaerpour et al. [95] proposed a mixed integer programming (MIP)-based
model for assigning time slots to the medical doctors in order to maximize the minimum
service level across blocks of time. A branch and price heuristic algorithm is developed to
solve practical problem instances. Authors evaluated the efficiency of their model based
on numerical examples and two real-world case studies. Bastian et al. [12] developed
a stochastic multi-objective auto-optimization model for resource allocation in fixed-input
health systems such as Military Health System. The proposed approach is a strategic-level
model with the goal of optimizing overall system performance. This model is proposed
for better resource sharing across large healthcare units, however, it is not appropriate to
apply for tactical or operational control.
Another branch of healthcare literature studies the ambulance allocation and coordination between hospitals. Although these studies do not focus on patient-bed allocation and
coordination tasks, their proposed approach can be applied for general tasks/resources
allocation problems including patient-bed allocation. Lopez et al. [61] proposed a multiagent auction mechanism to coordinate the ambulances for emergency medical services.
Their approach is a trust-based auction algorithm which only considers ambulance allocation. They evaluated the model performance through a simulation study. Billhardt et
al. [17] proposed a novel coordination model for ambulance assignment that provides
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an integrated framework for dynamic redeployment of available ambulances along with a
dynamic allocation of ambulances to patients. Their model is based on dynamic auctionbased assignment of patients to ambulances where the goal is to optimize the total expected arrival times in each particular period. Authors developed three heuristic auction
algorithms and tested them under different settings using real-world data. Lujak et al.
[62] considered the problem of coordinating Emergency Medical Assistance (EMA) and
hospitals for after-hours surgeries of urgent patients arriving by ambulance. They modeled this problem as a multi-agent system for task allocation and coordination for minimizing the average delay in assigning surgery teams for emergency patients. The authors
developed an auction based solution approach for providing the best assignment solution
for the whole system. They used a simulation study for evaluation and showed that their
model outperforms first-come, first-served strategy. Lujak et al. [63] further extended this
EMA coordination model for urgent out-of-hospital ST-segment elevation patients awaiting angioplasty. This extended model is a three-level optimization model where a globally
efficient solution is proposed by using an auction algorithm in each level.
2.1.2 Simulation Modeling
Simulation models are used for scenario analysis to simulate patient flows and process workflows, and assist in bed management decisions. Many articles used simulation
approaches to support bed allocation and manage patient flows [47]. Discrete event simulation (DES) is the most popular simulation approach applied to patient flow dynamics
and provides analysis of different bed allocation scenarios between health systems units.
Holm et al. [50] used a generic discrete event simulation for modeling of patient flow between the hospital wards. Using the simulation model, they generate utilization statistics
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given the numbers of beds for each ward and propose an allocation algorithm to optimally
distribute available beds among the wards. Devapriya et al. [32] developed a decision
support tool for bed capacity management based on DES. The model captures real-world
patient flow data from various processes such as patient arrival and discharge and analyzes admission waiting time by arrival source and assigned bed, and occupancy rates.
In another study, Mallor and Azcarate [65] introduced a simulation approach combined
with an optimization model for Intensive Care Unit (ICU) bed capacity management. The
objective function of optimization model is evaluated through simulation.
2.1.3 Queuing Modeling
Queuing models and techniques are widely applied in healthcare systems to improve
resource management. Using queueing theory, Belciug and Florin [14] proposed an integrated framework for bed allocation and financial resource utilization. They model the
patient flow using M/PH/c queuing system, where the patients arrivals is based on Poisson process, hospital beds are servers, and the patient length of stay is simulated using
a phase-type distribution. The authors also provided an evolutionary optimization model
to optimize both bed allocation and resource utilization, and presented what-if analysis
to evaluate various options. In another study, Mathews and Long [67] provided a framework based on queuing and simulation for data-driven modeling of patient flow between
ICU and step-down units (SDU) to analyze the impact of different bed allocation schemes.
Patient type, patient arrival rate, time of patient transfer, service time, number of beds,
patient priorities, and unit length of stay are estimated based on real data and inputted to
the queuing model. Kilinc et al. [53] studied the dynamic assignment of ED admitted patients to hospital inpatient wards. They introduced a queuing framework and MDP model
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to provide effective mechanisms in order to minimize the risk of patient safety in ED while
decreasing the number of secondary inpatient unit assignments for better quality of care.
2.2 Proactive Modeling of Recourse Allocation in Health Systems
To improve resource allocation and coordination in health systems especially in ED-IU
network, several studies have been developed based on proactive strategy. The enriched
electronic health records provide promising opportunity to predict real-time admission demand for different resources in health system while the patient is waiting to be admitted
or get initial treatment. Developing proactive/progressive approach for improvement of
patient flow and resource allocation (e.g. bed management) in emergency department
have been increasingly developed in recent years and researchers have proposed different models including mathematical, simulation and queuing approaches as discussed in
previous section.
Thompson et al. [91] addressed the problem of demand surges for inpatient beds in
hospitals when patients face a long delays from admission to assign to the bed in floor.
They proposed a decision support systems for bed management based on proactive transfers of patients between floor prior to the occurrence of a demand surge. In their approach
in-house patients are transferred for the purpose of bed reallocation which is defined as
proactive transfer, as opposed to as a last called and immediate decision to provide room
for newly admitted patients which is defined as reactive transfer. Authors modeled the
problem as a finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP) and developed an approximation algorithm for solving the optimization problem. The authors implemented their
approach on real-case problem and achieved significant cost saving by decreasing almost
50% of patient waiting time in the average to be admitted and being transferred to a
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floor. Peck et al. [71] applied predictive modeling to improve emergency department (ED)
crowding problem by balancing the demand and supply of the resources. Their approach
is to predict the number of emergency department (ED) patients who sequentially will be
admitted to a hospital inpatient unit (IU) and proposed a new framework to utilize these
predictions in order to improve the hospital resource allocation proactively. Their main
contribution is to improve ED-to-IU patient flow by predicting admission demand when
patients arrive to the ED in real time. Their framework defines aggregated individual patient admissions predictions as a measure of near-future IU bed demand which may be
helpful for resource daily resources coordination in hospitals.
In another study, Peck et al. [72] applied discrete event simulation to investigate the
patient flow effects on prioritization of inpatient units using prediction of admission and
current state information in ED. Their results based on simulated hospital indicate that
sharing prediction and crowding information in ED-IU network impacts on IU staff priorities which can lead in statistically significant improvement in patient boarding time.
Gartner et al. [42] combined machine learning and mix-integer programming (MIP) to
improve upstream planning for scares resource allocation decisions in hospitals, focusing
on predicting of diagnosis related groups. The results of this study shows that early and
accurate diagnosis group classification using machine learning, associated into an optimization resource allocation model, can increase the number of admitted patients and
improve the utilization of resources such as operating rooms and beds. For machine learning part, authors selected subset of patients attributes as input of different classifiers and
evaluated the performance of prediction model using appropriate metrics. In the other
side, for MIP optimization model, authors considered several constrains in the model for
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maximizing the income margin of the patients that are admitted to or kept in the hospital
minus resource over-utilization cost as optimization objective.
El-Rifai et al. [36] proposed a staff allocation model for the seasonal epidemic situation using on-calls to manage the uncertainties in demand and staff workload. An on-call
scheduling policy is developed to make a balance between demand coverage and staff
cost. The problem is formulated as two-stage stochastic integer linear model solved using a Sample Average Approximation (SAA) approach. The allocation model developed
in this study is proactive where initial decision are made before the realization of the epidemic. The main focus of interest is emergency department in seasonal epidemic to reduce
the overcrowding and balance staff workload. In the first stage, the allocation decisions
are made based on estimation of demands using available incomplete data. The second
stage handles decisions that are provided on a day-to-day basis. The first stage decision
is provided at the beginning of the epidemic horizon and considers contracting staff to be
on-call or on a regular duty in specific period. The Second stage decisions are provided
consecutively at the beginning of each time horizon and specify the number of resources to
call back to work among staff that are on-call. Several epidemic scenarios are formulated
using real data for validation of the proposed approach.
Batt and Terwiesch [13] proposed early task initiation (ETI) approach (our focus in
proactive approach) based on empirical study. They introduced a new load-dependent
mechanism as a method of balancing workload by shifting conducting of some tasks to an
upstream stage. For example, if in the triage step in ED, we can predict what tests will be
ordered by the physician, we can order these tests at triage earlier and they will be started
to be proceeded at triage stage. So this proactive strategy can decrease patient waiting to
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be seen by a physician and potentially eliminates one or more cycles in treatment process.
This early task initiation (ETI) approach, which is a between-stages coordinator in which
staff in an upstream stage proactively start tasks that are normally conducted by staff in a
downstream stage. The results of ths study show that ETI achieves a reduction in treatment
time by 20 minutes in average. In the other research, Barak-Corren et al. [11], proposed a
progressive approach for improving patient flow in emergency departments. They applied
logistic regression model to accurately predict patient’s likelihood of hospitalisation at
different stages of the treatment process. Their results indicated an accurate and early
prediction of hospitalisation can speed up the bed coordination process and shorten the
patient boarding time from ED to inpatient units.
Al-Refaie et al. [7] defined smart hospital as a health system that manage unexpected
events and emergencies in real-time. In their study, they developed three optimization
models for scheduling operating room during emergency events and proposed an hierarchical decision approach to integrate these three optimization models. First model consider newly opened rooms for ED patients, if there are more patients waiting in ED, the
second model allocate emergency patients to untapped ranges and if still more beds is required and allocating all emergency patients to the untapped range is not feasible, then the
operating room with the greatest free margin is rescheduled for both the emergency patients and the elective patients. The proposed framework act as proactive approach while
first optimization model provides efficient resource utilization during ED events the other
two optimization models improve the underutilized operating rooms time in a proactive
way. In another study, Lee et al. [55] proposed predictive modeling for patient disposition
decisions in emergency department. They applied a hierarchical multiclass classification
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approach to predict the appropriate inpatient unit for an admitted patient in ED in order to
reduce boarding waiting times through the proactive initiation of admission process. Their
work classifies the admitted ED patients into more granular classes so the results of the
prediction is useful for unit-specific proactive coordination of tasks and resources across
the ED-IU network. Their findings indicate there is a valuable predictive performance for
the four admission classes with reasonable lead time for proactive resource coordination.
For example, around 2.5 hours before the actual disposition decisions for the admitted
patients.
Gonzalez et al. [43] focus specifically on delays in transferring patients from emergency
department to inpatient units. They proposed a new Markov decision process (MDP) to
enhance the efficiency of patient flow between ED and different patient units in hospital.
The proposed approach is a proactive transfer method which estimates the demand of next
period and determines how many patients in which period should be transfered to different
hospital units. A dynamic programming approach is applied to provide an approximation
of the optimal transfer policy, which specifies that a certain number of beds should be
reserved in the different units according of the next period demand prediction. Authors
considered three different decision-making levels based on hospital units: the intensive
care (high complexity) unit, the intermediate care (medium complexity) unit, and the
low complexity unit (WARD). In a recent research, Lee et al. [56] used the real-data
from a major health system and showed emergency departments suffer from delays in
patient boarding and reactive resource allocation is one of the main causes. To address
this issue, they explored early downstream tasks initiation to reduce patient boarding in
upstream. Specifically, they utilized the value of predicting ED patient disposition decisions
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to proactively model resource allocation mechanism as a fork-join queuing system. The
proposed queuing network models complex operational interactions between tasks and
resources and it is able to quantify the potential reduction in patient boarding delays based
on function of bed request signal lead-time, accuracy of predicted decisions and two types
patient arrival rate (ED admissions and non-ED admissions). The authors showed the
proposed proactive inpatient bed allocation model can significantly reduce bed allocation
delays for ED patients and does not increase waiting time for other admission sources.
2.3 Summary
Although the above reviewed studies provide various frameworks for resource assignment and coordination, none of them offer a comprehensive integrated framework for
coordinating system-wide tasks across departments and resources simultaneously in realtime. Majority of these studies mainly focus on an isolated aspect of resource allocation in
hospitals such as patient-to-bed assignment or staff allocation while there are remarkable
opportunities to develop an integrated/system-wide resource allocation model by coordinating different services using real-time information.
In this research, we address this gap and develop an integrated resource allocation
model for coordinating different tasks. Our approach proposes a real-time resource (bed,
staff) and task (patient transportation, bed cleaning and bed assignment) allocation in parallel, which can improve management information systems in hospitals in order to achieve
more efficient system level performance. Our model is an event-based approach where
the event is defined according to the availability of patient, task or resource and can dynamically reassign the tasks/resources and update system information. It considers several
real-world constraints as well as staffing shift changes affecting multiple resource types.
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First, we provide the reactive approach which formulated as deterministic mixed integer
optimization model to show how our resource/task coordination framework improve the
baseline significantly and then we provide the proactive model to take the advantages of
early tasks initiation and resources allocation as reviewed in this chapter to improve the
proposed reactive model. In the proactive modeling, we consider two popular types of
uncertainties in the literature including admission time and disposition decision.
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CHAPTER 3 INTEGRATED COORDINATION APPROACH USING MIXED-INTEGER
PROGRAMMING

3.1 Problem Description
In this section, we propose an integrated model to optimize resource allocation within
the ED-to-IU network. In our framework, we rely on real-time information available from
the Electronic Health Record (EHR) system and sister IT platforms (e.g., Bed Management,
Transport Planning, and Environmental Services systems) to provide coordination among
three services within a fixed planning horizon: 1) Bed Management: Assignment of inpatient beds to admitted ED patients, 2) Bed Turnaround: Assignment of EVS staff to dirty
beds for cleaning, and 3) Transportation: Assignment of transport staff to ED patients.
Our event driven approach treats the dynamic resource and task assignment and scheduling problem within a sequential optimization framework using a sliding planning horizon
window. Within each planning horizon, a new problem instance is solved with deterministically known ED admitted patient pool and their attributes, resources’ states and availability, and previously committed decisions of assignments and allocations. Shift from one
planning horizon to the next is triggered either when a new epochal event (i.e., admission
decision of a new patient or availability change of a resource such as bed, transport staff,
EVS staff) occurs or a fixed duration is elapsed since the last optimization run. Between
two consecutive optimizations, as new ED patients arrive and are treated and discharged
or admitted into the hospital, we update resource availability and state information, arrival and discharge times of patients. Next, we discuss each service in detail, where the
sets, indices, and parameters utilized in the formulation of this problem are given in Table
1.
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Table 1: Sets, indices, and parameters utilized in the optimization model
Sets
I, J, K
U
R
P
PM /PF , PO
Ir
Iclean /Idirty , IO
¯ J,
¯ K̄
I,
P̄
Indices
i, j, k
p
d
u
r
clean/dirty
Parameters
Th
T now
tp
tbi
tek1
tES
k
ttj1
nr
F
GM
i /Gi
gp
Cp
sbe
Rx,x0
hip
Hp
x̄ip
α
wp
β1
β2
β3
γ
Dj , Dk

resources (beds, transport staff, EVS staff, respectively)
inpatient units (a unit contains one or more rooms)
rooms (a room contains one or more beds)
patients
male/female patients, patients needing isolation; PM ⊆P, PF ⊆P, PO ⊆P
beds belonging to room r; r∈R, Ir ⊆ I
beds with status clean/dirty, beds in isolation rooms; Idirty ⊆I, Iclean ⊆I, Io ⊆I
resources (beds, transporters, EVS staff) common to two consecutive planning
cycles
patients common to two consecutive planning cycles

an individual resource (bed, transport staff, EVS staff, respectively)
patient
order of a task among a series of tasks
inpatient unit
room
binary indices referring to status of a bed

planning time horizon
time at the beginning of a new planning horizon
time that the admit decision is made for patient p
time that a bed i becomes vacant
time that EVS staff k becomes available for its initial service
time that the shift ends for EVS staff k
time that transporter j becomes available for its initial service
existing number of patients in room r at the start of model run
1 if gender of patient currently occupying bed i is male/female, 0 otherwise
1 if gender of patient p is male, 0 if female
1 if patient p requires the overflow constraint to be a hard constraint, 0 otherwise
service time for cleaning a bed
travel time between two locations (Rip is travel time for ED patient p to IU
bed i)
maximum score level allowed for patient p to assign to bed i
average of IU preference concession for patient p
1 if bed i was assigned to patient p in the previous run of the model, 0 otherwise
fraction of bed to patient assignments that cannot change from previous model
run
bed assignment priority weight for patient p
penalty coefficient for total sojourn time of beds in dirty state in the objective
function
penalty coefficient for violating overflow constraints in the objective function
penalty coefficient for maximum patient boarding time in the objective function
least number of cleaning task assignments allowed in each iteration
maximum number of assignments allowed for transporter j, EVS staff k
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3.1.1 Patient to IU bed assignment
At each epochal event, a set of patients (P ) that are admitted from the ED to hospital’s
IUs need to be assigned to a hospital inpatient bed (I). Each patient (p ∈ P ) is assumed
to have several clinical and non-clinical attributes such as bed assignment priority weight
(wp ), preferred IU based on patient care requirements, isolation requirements, expected
length of stay in IU, admission time (tp ), and gender information (gp ). The goal is to
assign patients to beds so as to minimize the total patient waiting time across all patients
for bed assignment and transfer while trying to limit individual patient waiting times from
exceeding an acceptable threshold when feasible for fairness, while satisfying all patient
care requirements. We seek to focus on total waiting time to promote system efficiency.
3.1.2 EVS to IU dirty-bed assignment
Upon the discharge of a patient from an inpatient unit, the vacant bed must be cleaned
for succeeding patients by EVS staff. EVS is the department responsible for cleaning all
sites inside the hospital, including inpatient rooms, emergency beds, hallways, etc. For
the planning horizon, the attributes of each EVS staff (k ∈ K) include shift schedule,
availability time for task assignment (staff member could be in the midst of completing
a task), service time needed for cleaning a bed, and the initial staff member location
which affects the travel time to an assigned dirty bed. The goal of assigning EVS staff to
dirty beds is to provide clean beds as early as possible according to their priority in order
to optimize resource utilization. First priority is given to cleaning dirty-beds assigned
to admitted patients. Dirty beds that are not assigned to any of the currently admitted
patients are considered as second priority and are only cleaned if there is available EVS
staff capacity. The aim of considering the cleaning of additional dirty beds, albeit not
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immediately needed, is to maximize the utilization of EVS staff and ready beds for future
patients. We consider allocation of multiple tasks for each EVS resource through the time
horizon. In particular, our model schedules bed cleaning tasks sequentially for each EVS
staff member during the planning horizon (i.e., each staff member might be given a series
of cleaning tasks) in order to improve resource utilization. The task assignments should
account for workload equity among EVS staff and shift schedules.
3.1.3 Patient to transport staff assignment
Another task in patient hospitalization service is transporting patient from ED (initial
location of patient) to the assigned clean bed in a particular IU. In order to minimize
patient’s waiting time, it is important to optimize transport start time and assignment of
transport staff (j ∈ J) to patient (p ∈ P ). Similar to EVS staff assignments, the future tasks
of each transport staff are determined based on the number of patients needing transport
within the planning horizon (i.e., each transport staff maybe assigned to more than one
patient transfer during the planning horizon). The task assignments should also account
for workload equity among transport staff and shift schedules.
These three sets of service and task assignments need to be coordinated using the realtime information available to improve the flow and utilization performance of the ED-to-IU
network. Our approach aims to improve the system level performance by optimizing the
collective wait times of the patients, lead-times for bed turnaround, and utilization of all
the resources. The underlying premise of the proposed modeling and solution approach
is that, by simultaneously accounting for the needs of multiple boarded ED patients and
the different support services within the ED-to-IU network, integrated task assignment
and resource allocation can significantly improve patient wait times, and in turn, patient
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satisfaction and health outcomes.
3.2 Coordination Model Formulation
The coordinated assignment problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program.
The decision variables utilized in the optimization model are presented in Table 2.
Clearly, there are multiple objectives to be considered in carrying out the task assignments to streamline patient flow across the ED-to-IU network. In consideration for computational efficiency requirements (i.e., the need to execute the formulation within a reasonable and practical time frame) and fairness considerations (account for objectives of the
different stakeholders), we take a weighted sum approach for optimization. In particular,
the objective function in (3.1a) and (3.1b) minimizes a weighted sum of the total waiting time across all admitted patients considered for the planning horizon, total sojourn
Table 2: Variables in the optimization model
Variables
Assignment variables
xip
yjdp
zkdi
Time variables
tci
tekd
ttjd
Tp
T pmax
tbp
stp
Indicator variables
s
θip
δr
Penalty variables
δp
θS

1 if bed i is assigned to patient p, 0 otherwise
1 if transporter j for its dth service is assigned to patient p, 0 otherwise
1 if EVS staff k for its dth service is assigned to dirty bed i, 0
otherwise
time that clean bed i becomes available (status clean)
time that EVS staff k becomes available for its dth service
time that transporter j becomes available for its dth service
time that patient p is served (transported to a clean bed)
maximum patient waiting time Tp for the run
time that a bed is ready for patient p
service time for transporting patient p
1 if patient p is assigned to bed i in previous and current runs, 0
otherwise
1 if all patients in room r are male, 0 if all females
penalty for assigning patient p to a non-preferred IU
total number of differing assignments from the previous model
run
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times for beds in dirty status, and penalty terms for violating overflow constraints and
maximum patient boarding time experienced. Since the magnitudes of the terms in the
objective function are different, we use weights (β1 , β2 , β3 ) in appropriate values to reflect
the relative importance of the different cost components.

M in

X

wp (Tp − tp )

(3.1a)

p∈P

M in

β1

X
i∈Idirty

(tci − T now ) + β2

X

δp + β3 T pmax

(3.1b)

p∈P

The resources needed for a bed cleaning task are an EVS staff and an unoccupied dirty
bed. Hence, the cleaning task of a dirty bed is completed upon the EVS staff k available at
tekd travels from his current position in emergency department or inpatient unit to the dirty
bed i and cleans the bed for sbe time units, as formulated in constraints in (3.2) and (3.3).
If it is the first cleaning task assignment for EVS staff k, he travels from a central location,
which takes Rki time units as in constraints in (3.2). Otherwise, the travelling time is
determined based on the location of the dirty bed cleaned in the previous assignment, as
in constraints in (3.3). Additionally, EVS staff works in shifts and the constraints in (3.4)
guarantee that the cleaning task of an EVS staff cannot go beyond the end of his shift.
The parameter tbi stores the input data for the time a bed becomes available. We define
the availability of a dirty bed as the time the patient occupying the bed is discharged.
Constraints in (3.5) imply that the cleaning task of dirty bed i cannot start sooner than the
patient occupying bed i is discharged. For a clean bed, parameter tbi represents the time
the bed i is available and clean, as utilized in constraints in (3.6).
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tci ≥ tekd + sbe + Rki − (1 − zkdi )M,
tci2

≥

tekd

+

sbe

+

 X



Ri1 i2 zk(d−1)i1 − (1 − zkdi2 )M,

∀i ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d = 1

(3.2)

∀i1 , i2 ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d ≥ 2 (3.3)

i1 ∈Idirty

tci − (1 − zkdi )M ≤ tES
∀i ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d ≤ Dk
k ,


X X
zkdi M,
tci ≥ tbi + sbe + 1 −
k∈K

(3.4)

∀i ∈ Idirty

(3.5)

tci ≥ tbi , ∀i ∈ Iclean

(3.6)

d≤Dk

Similar to the cleaning task resource requirements, the necessary resources, namely, a
clean bed from the appropriate inpatient unit and a transport staff, should be available
for transferring an admitted patient from emergency department to the assigned inpatient
unit. In particular, the transfer task cannot be initiated until the assigned transport staff
becomes available, as enforced in constraints in (3.7). The transport time from emergency
department depends on the assigned inpatient unit and is defined via constraints in (3.8).
Constraints in (3.9) enforce that the assigned bed should be clean and ready by the time
the patient arrives, where the time that assigned bed becomes ready is formulated in
(3.10). The constraints in (3.11) guarantee that the admitted patient is ready for transfer
before the task starts. The last term in the objective function in (3.1b) is to minimize
the time that the last patient is transferred to the assigned inpatient unit, T pmax , which is
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defined via constraints in (3.12).

Tp ≥ ttjd + stp − (1 − yjdp )M,
stp =

X

∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, d = 1, ..., Dj

(3.7)

Rip xip , ∀p ∈ P

(3.8)

Tp ≥ tbp , ∀p ∈ P

(3.9)

i∈I

tbp ≥ tci − (1 − xip )M,

∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P

(3.10)

Tp ≥ tp + stp , ∀p ∈ P

(3.11)

T pmax ≥ Tp , ∀p ∈ P

(3.12)

The EVS and transport staff may be assigned to multiple non-overlapping tasks throughout the planning horizon. Since the order of assigned tasks are important, we introduce
the index d to represent the dth service assignment. The following constraints define the
time the EVS staff k / transporter j becomes available for dth service, for d ≥ 2. In particular, constraints in (3.13) enforce that the EVS staff becomes available for dth cleaning
service after completing the (d − 1)th bed cleaning assignment, if there is one. Similarly,
constraints in (3.14) enforce earliest availability for transporter j as stp time units after
completing the transportation of (d − 1)th patient, where stp is the travelling time from
inpatient unit of patient p to emergency department. Constraints in (3.15) and (3.16)
guarantee simple time sequence relation between two consecutive task commencements
respectively for EVS and transport staff, i.e., dth task is not started before (d − 1)th task.
tekd ≥ tci − (1 − zk(d−1)i )M,

∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K, d = 2, ..., Dk

(3.13)

ttjd ≥ Tp + stp − (1 − yj(d−1)p )M,

∀p ∈ P, ∀j ∈ J, d = 2, ..., Dj

(3.14)
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tekd ≥ tek(d−1) , ∀k ∈ K, d = 2, ..., Dk

(3.15)

ttjd ≥ ttj(d−1) , ∀j ∈ J, d = 2, ..., Dj

(3.16)

Next, we continue with the assignment restrictions. Constraints in (3.17) and (3.18)
enforce that each patient is assigned a bed and a transport staff. We ensure that a bed is
not assigned to more than one patient and one cleaning task via constraints in (3.19) and
(3.20), respectively. Constraints in (3.21) enforce that a dirty bed must be cleaned if it is
assigned to a patient. A transport staff and EVS staff can not be assigned more than one
patient transfer and bed cleaning duty, respectively, at any service task, as formulated in
(3.22) and (3.23). Constraints in (3.24) and (3.25) impose the restriction that a transport
and an EVS staff will not be assigned to dth service task (transfer or bed cleaning), unless
he is assigned to (d − 1)th service task. Constraint in (3.26) implies that the clean beds are
not assigned to EVS staff.

X

xip = 1, ∀p ∈ P

(3.17)

yjdp = 1, ∀p ∈ P

(3.18)

i∈I

XX
j∈J d≤Dk

X

xip ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I

(3.19)

zkdi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I

(3.20)

p∈P

X X
k∈K d≤Dk

X
p∈P

xip ≤

X X
k∈K

X
p∈P

zkdi , ∀i ∈ Idirty

(3.21)

d≤Dk

yjdp ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J, d = 1, ..., Dj

(3.22)
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X

zkdi ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K, d = 1, ..., Dk

(3.23)

i∈I

X

yjdp ≤

p∈P

X

X

yj(d−1)p , ∀j ∈ J, d = 1, ..., Dj

(3.24)

zk(d−1)i , ∀k ∈ K, d = 1, ..., Dk

(3.25)

zkdi = 0

(3.26)

p∈P

zkdi ≤

i∈I

X X

X
i∈I

X

k∈K d≤Dk i∈Iclean

Constraint in (3.27) enforces that at least γ dirty beds are assigned to EVS staff. At the
first iteration, γ is set to zero and we increment it by one at each successive iteration. The
iterative optimization approach is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2.

X XX

zkdi ≥ γ

(3.27)

k∈K d≤Dk i∈I

3.2.1 Maintaining decision continuity between runs
The dynamic task assignment and scheduling problem is optimized by sequentially
solving instances defined via a sliding planning horizon window. Task interruptions between two consecutive instances are not allowed, i.e., if a cleaning or transporting task is
started in an instance and in progress in the consecutive one, the task will be completed
without any interruptions. To further stabilize the solutions from one instance to the next,
we require that a fraction of patients common to both instances are assigned to the same
beds. The constraints in (3.28) indicate whether a patient is assigned to the same bed in
s
two consecutive instances through the variables θip
. Total number of such assignments are

formulated in (3.29). Constraint in (3.30) enforces that a specified fraction of patient to
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bed assignments do not change between any two consecutive runs.
s
s
¯ ∀p ∈ P̄
+ 1, ∀i ∈ I,
≤ x̄ip + xip ≤ θip
2θip

θS =

XX

(3.28)

s
θip

(3.29)

XX
α(
x̄ip ) ≤ θS

(3.30)

i∈I¯ p∈P̄

i∈I¯ p∈P̄

3.2.2 Special considerations
We consider several real-world limitations in our coordination model, including patient
and bed isolation, overflow between inpatient units, and gender matching. Constraints
in (3.31) ensure that each patient who needs isolation is assigned a room in isolation.
Furthermore, a patient requiring isolation is placed only in an empty room, other beds in
that room are blocked and not assigned to any patient via constraints in (3.32).
X

xip = 1, ∀p ∈ PO

(3.31)

X

(3.32)

i∈IO

nr +

XX
i∈Ir p0 ∈P
0
p 6=p

xip0 ≤ M (1 −

xip ), ∀p ∈ PO , ∀r ∈ R

i∈Ir

An admitted patient is assigned to a preferred medical specialty unit according to the
needs of the patient. Nonetheless, a bed in other suitable inpatient units could also be
assigned to the patient provided that all the beds in the preferred specialty unit are unavailable. This is referred to as “overflow" between the IUs. Constraints in (3.33) ensure
that patients are placed in the most preferred units, as specified by the bed request. Otherwise, penalties are incurred for assigning patients to non-preferred IUs. For determining of
this penalty, parameter hip is defined for each bed-patient assignment type. Furthermore,
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these constraints ensure that patients are placed in a unit that provides a level of care that
is more than the minimum level specified for the patient.
X

hip xip + δp (1 − Cp ) ≥ Hp ,

∀p ∈ P

(3.33)

i∈I

Gender matching requirements formulated via constraints in (3.34)-(3.37) ensure that
all patients in a room have the same gender. Constraints in (3.34) and (3.35) imply that
all the newly assigned patients to room r must be male or female, respectively. Constraints
in (3.36) and (3.37) enforce that a newly assigned, respectively, male and female patient
to a bed in a room where there is occupancy by the opposite gender has to wait to be
transported to the bed until the patients currently in the room are discharged.
XX
i∈Ir p∈P

XX

xip gp ≥

XX

xip − (1 − δr )M,

∀r ∈ R

(3.34)

∀r ∈ R

(3.35)

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j

(3.36)

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j,

(3.37)

i∈Ir p∈P

xip (1 − gp ) ≥

i∈Ir p∈P

XX

xip − δr M,

i∈Ir p∈P

GFi tbi ≤ Tp + (1 − xjp gp )M,
b
GM
i ti ≤ Tp + (1 − xjp (1 − gp ))M,

3.3 Solution Approach
The solution approach is designed to address the need to dynamically coordinate resources within an evolving ED-to-IU network environment. We assume that ED patients
are either discharged or admitted to the hospital without any anticipation (unplanned
patient admissions). Our coordination model is dynamic, in the sense that resource to
task assignments are updated in real-time whenever changes in the system, epochal events,
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indicate the existence of a better assignment solution. Herein we delineate the steps of
the proposed solution approach by introducing the flowchart in Figure 4. The algorithm
illustrates the procedure of our approach following an epochal event. When an epochal
event occurs, the real-time information related to model parameters (given in Table 1) are
updated. There are two types of epochal events handled by this method: 1) new patient
arrival, 2) new available resource (an occupied bed becoming available upon discharge of
a patient, EVS staff, transport staff). We first rely on pre-processing, and then the optimization model is executed to make new assignments and revise any prior assignments for
enhanced ED-to-IU network flow.
3.3.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing step, we apply several techniques to reduce the size of the MIP
problem to improve computational tractability. Specifically, we reduce the number of resources entertained during the model execution based on time horizon and resource availability time such that solution quality is not compromised. For example, if a bed is not
suitable for any of the requests, we remove that bed from the optimization model. Additionally, pre-processing step limits the maximum number of tasks (cleaning, transporting)
assigned to each resource (EVS staff, transporter) during the time horizon. For instance,
if planning time horizon is 300 minutes (5 hours) and average bed cleaning time is 50
minutes, the maximum possible number of cleaning tasks for each EVS staff member that
can be completed during the planning horizon is limited to 6. Furthermore, we specify
symmetry cases (e.g. patients with similar attributes) and reduce the feasible solution region by defining constraints that ensure patients with the same attributes including gender
and IU type are served in order of their admission times. Moreover, we utilize the solution
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generated by FCFS method as an initial solution for the optimization model.
Based on the number of tasks involved and their mix, the level of improvement from
pre-processing varies. On average, the pre-processing step significantly improved the computational time for solving problem instances in our numerical experiments. For instance,
for a problem with 6 patients in the queue, 4 EVS staff and 2 transporters, we reached
an optimality gap of 0.3% after 15 minutes, while implementing the pre-processing step
improved the optimality gap to 0.04% within 9.36 seconds. In another example with 8
patients in the queue, 2 EVS staff and 2 transporters, the optimality gap improved from
13% to 0.3% when the pre-processing step was implemented.
3.3.2 Iterative optimization
Our primary objective is to minimize the patient boarding, while we also seek to increase resource (bed, EVS staff, transporter) utilization. We follow an iterative optimization approach to prioritize reducing patient boarding over increasing resource utilization
and to reduce the computational complexity. In the initial iteration, we use an aggregate
objective function formulated as the summation of (3.1a) and (3.1b), where priority is
given to minimizing patient waiting time by relaxing constraints in (3.27) through setting
γ = 0. Let the function value of (3.1a) at the optimal solution be represented with F0 . In
each subsequent iteration, we restrict total patient waiting time by the solution obtained
at the first iteration, i.e.,

P

p

wp (Tp − tp ) ≤ F0 , set the objective function to (3.1b) and

increment γ by one to maximize resource utilization. The iterative approach is continued until one of the following termination conditions is satisfied: 1) we reach maximum
number of cleaning tasks or 2) the problem becomes infeasible. Utilizing the final feasible
iteration of the current instance, the system information (e.g. T now , planning horizon, re-
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Figure 4: Flowchart for proposed solution approach
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sources, patients) is updated. During the update, assignments corresponding to cleaning
and transportation tasks starting within a defined time fence are fixed. Further details of
the solution approach are given in Figure 2.
3.4 Computational Experiments
In this section, we conduct a computational study to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach for solving resource and task assignment problem using a testbed of random instances generated based on data from Henry Ford Hospital (HFH) in
Detroit, Michigan, a leading level-1 trauma center in Southeast Michigan. We compare the
effectiveness of the proposed approach with the First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) method,
prevalent in hospitals. The performance of each approach is evaluated in terms of patient
waiting times and resource utilizations.
We tested our approach on a 3.10 GHz desktop with 16 GB of RAM under Windows
OS with optimization solver Gurobi. We used maximum computational time of 15 CPU
minutes and optimality gap of 0.1% as termination criteria. Given the time between any
two consecutive optimization runs is at least 30 minutes, the 15-minute limit does not
create any issue for resource planning. In our numerical experiments, 70% of the random
instances were solved to the desired optimality within 3.35 CPU minutes, on average. The
remaining instances were terminated prematurely with an average optimality gap of 23%.
3.4.1 Random Problem Instance Generation
We generated a random problem instance based on admission and service data statistics
from HFH to evaluate the proposed approach for deployment in real-world cases. The
problem instance is run for 20 consecutive days of operations with the network initialized
with all clean beds and all other resources being available. To eliminate the transient effect
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(a) Patient Admission Times

(b) Patient Discharge Times

Figure 5: Distributions of Patient Admission and Discharge Times
of initialization, we remove the results of the first 3 days and last 2 days and only consider
results from the day 4 to 19 (namely, day 1 to day 15) for analysis and comparison.
The historical admission and discharge data from HFH covers the period from May 1,
2014 to December 15, 2016 and constitutes 243,745 ED visits and 41,942 IU admissions.
Through this period, 10.6 patients arrive at the ED per hour and the admission rate is
around 17%, on average. However, admissions and discharges are highly variable during
the day, creating a challenging coordination problem. While the admission rates are higher
in the evening and at night relative to mid-day, most of the discharges are observed in
the afternoon. Utilizing historical data from HFH, we generated patient admission and
discharge time distributions (by time of day) to improve the quality of our experiments, as
displayed in Figures 5a and 5b. Consistent with HFH data, we assume patient admission
likelihood to be the same for male and female patients. We consider the average length
of stay of patients in IUs to be 2 days. Then, discharge times of patients from IUs are
generated using Figure 5b.
HFH typically admits 40 patients per day with significant variability between days of
the week. In our computational analysis, the number of admitted patients is varied from
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day to day using a Poisson distribution with a mean of 40. The number of admitted patients
for the 15 days of interest are: 38, 42, 44, 43, 41, 44, 39, 45, 30, 28, 38, 40, 46, 37, and
46 respectively. This pattern has five consecutive days of excessive admissions from days 2
to 6 (varying from a minimum of 41 admissions to two days with 44 admissions) and we
also see some sporadic peaks towards the end of the run.
In the study, we set the number of inpatient beds to 100, and consistent with HFH,
half of the rooms have two beds and the other half have a single bed (34 beds are in
single rooms and the rest in double rooms). The 100 beds are distributed across three
typical types of IUs representing three levels of intensity of required care. At HFH, three
main types of IUs are considered as general practice unit (GPU), telemetry unit (TU), and
intensive care unit (ICU). According to HFH statistics, the GPU has more admissions than
TU and ICU, and the admissions to TU and ICU are similar. By analysis of HFH historical
data, we define the admission probability to the IU1 (representing GPU) as 0.6 and consider
the same probability for IU2 and IU3 (representing TU and ICU units, respectively) as 0.2
for an admitted ED patient. Also, we assume the same ratio for bed distribution as 60%,
20%, and 20% for IU1 , IU2 and IU3 , respectively.
The average EVS and transport staff travel times from ED to IU1 , IU2 , IU3 are set to
be [5, 15, 25] minutes, respectively. Additionally, the average travel times between two
IUs are [10, 20, 10] minutes for IU1 and IU2 , IU1 and IU3 , IU2 and IU3 . Consistent with
HFH, in all our experiments, the average duration for the bed cleaning task by EVS staff
is assumed to be 50 minutes. We consider two EVS staff members and two transporters
in each of the 8-hour shifts and the planning horizon for each coordination optimization
is reasonably set to be 300 minutes (5 hours). The rest of the parameters are reported in
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Table 3: Parameter values utilized in the experimental study
Parameters
sbe
hip
Cp
Hp
α
β1
β2
β3

Values
50 minutes
p with preferred medical unit
IU2
IU3 #
" IU1
i ∈ IU1
1
−M
−M
i ∈ IU2
0.3
1
−M
0.1
0.8
1
i ∈ IU3
0 for all patients
1 for all patients
30%
0.01
10
0.01

Table 3.
3.4.2 First-Come First-Served (FCFS) Approach
In the FCFS approach, the primary objective is to serve the currently admitted patients
at the earliest, whereas the secondary objective is to increase resource utilization by cleaning extra dirty beds, as in the proposed optimization approach. First, patients are assigned
to beds in ascending order of patient admission times, tp , i.e., the patient admitted ahead
of others is assigned, by order of preference, a clean bed, a dirty bed, or an occupied bed
with earliest availability. Next, the dirty beds that are assigned to patients in the first step
are cleaned in ascending order of bed availability times, tbi . Then, patients are assigned
to transport staff in ascending order of the times that beds are clean and ready for patients, tbp . Lastly, dirty beds that are not currently assigned to any patient are cleaned in
ascending order of bed availability times, if the cleaning task is not going to worsen any of
the currently admitted patients’ services. After all possible EVS staff - bed assignments are
identified, the system information is updated.
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3.4.3 Results
We compare performance of the proposed coordination framework with FCFS benchmark method using a computational study. The comparison is based on patient waiting
times (boarding), resource utilization, and equity based on performance statistics derived
across each run spanning 15 consecutive days.
Figure 6 displays ED patient waiting times under the proposed coordination approach
versus FCFS strategy considering various statistics. The results show that the proposed co-
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Figure 6: Patient waiting time performance under the proposed coordination approach
versus FCFS strategy
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ordination approach led to significant improvement in patient waiting times and decreased
frequency of patients with excessive waiting times. Although the range of patient waiting
times are comparable for FCFS and coordination approach, there are remarkable differences between the distributions utilizing these two approaches. The performance profiles
for FCFS and the proposed coordination approach are displayed in Figure 6a, where waiting times for all patients admitted during 15 days were sorted in non-decreasing order.
As depicted by the first 211 data points in Figure 6a, both approaches served the patients
without any boarding. For the next 69 data points, we observe that FCFS performed better
than the proposed coordination approach and reduced the average waiting time by 11.8
minutes. For the following 315 patient data points, the coordination approach significantly
outperformed FCFS, reducing patient boarding by 158.8 minutes, on average, where the
maximum gap reached 255 minutes. Similar inference is deduced from Figure 6b, where
the waiting times accumulated within the range [0, 200] using the coordination approach
in comparison to a significantly dispersed distribution utilizing FCFS.
As displayed in Figure 5b, majority of the IU discharges occur in the afternoon, which
generates a substantial demand for bed cleaning tasks. During this period, the bottleneck is primarily due to bed cleaning (EVS staff) rather than bed unavailability. On the
other hand, we expect the bottleneck in the morning hours to be due to bed unavailability. This daily non-stationary behaviour of mismatch in supply and demand in IU beds
creates a challenging resource management problem. Thus, we investigate performance
of FCFS and coordination approach when waiting times are grouped by patient admission
times. The scatter and box plots are displayed in Figures 6c and 6d, respectively. Both
approaches demonstrated reduction in patient waiting in the afternoon in comparison to
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morning hours. However, the proposed coordination approach managed to keep the waiting times much lower and under control for a longer period, from 2 pm to 4 am, whereas
FCFS approach quickly lost control and reached very long waiting times by 9 pm. Both
approaches struggled from 5 am to 1 pm, where long waiting times are associated with
bed unavailability which could be resolved by early morning discharges. While there are
various studies focusing on improving daily discharge patterns to match supply and demand of IU beds, it is outside the scope of this research, and historical discharge patterns
are utilized as input to our numerical study.
Figure 7a depicts the histogram of waiting time improvement for each patient utilizing
the proposed coordination approach compared to FCFS. The computational results showed
that 33.9% of patients benefited from the coordination approach, while 32.1% experienced
the same waiting time under both approaches and 24.1% of patients had longer boarding
under the coordination approach. The heavily right skewed distribution clearly shows that
majority of patients were better served by the coordination approach, and over 81% of the
remaining patients, who experienced longer waiting times with the proposed approach,
had up to only two hours of additional boarding. Figure 7b reports the number of patients
who experienced more than a specified waiting time utilizing the two approaches. The
figure shows that more patients had less than 1-minute of boarding (practically, no boarding) using FCFS in relation to the proposed approach, whereas both approaches served
comparable number of patients within one hour of their admissions. 50% more patients
boarded longer than two hours when FCFS was utilized compared to the coordination approach. As the waiting time threshold was increased to three hours or more, the number of
patients boarded longer than the threshold using FCFS became twice of those utilizing the
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Figure 7: Performance of proposed approach in comparison with FCFS
proposed approach, demonstrating that the optimization approach decreased the number
of patients experiencing relatively high waiting times.
The boarding of a patient can be attributed to bed, EVS staff, and transporter unavailability. The time from patient admission decision until the transporter transfers the patient
is defined as the total boarding. We further distribute the patient boarding to individual resources to compare the resource coordination under FCFS and the proposed optimization
Table 4: Patient Waiting Time Breakdown (in minutes)
FCFS

Optimization

% Improvement

All patients (n=601)

Avg. waiting time
Median waiting time

211.1
89.7

129.3
59.1

38.7%
34.1%

Boarded patients

# of patients
Avg. waiting time

345
367.7

390
199.3

-13.0%
45.8%

Delay due to transporter

# of patients experienced
Avg. waiting time

8
5.8

89
15

-1012.5%
-158.6%

Delay due to bed preparation

# of patients experienced
Avg. waiting time

337
376.2

344
222

-2.1%
41.0%

Delay due to EVS staff

# of patients experienced
Avg. waiting time

281
239.9

256
71.9

8.9%
70.0%

Delay due to bed
unavailability

# of patients experienced
Avg. waiting time

143
367.6

140
320.8

2.1%
12.7%
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approach. Keeping all the bed related decisions fixed, the maximum reduction in patient
boarding by making the transporter available sooner is defined as transporter delay. The
rest of the patient boarding is attributed to bed preparation delay. Similarly, the maximum
reduction in bed preparation delay by making the EVS staff available sooner is defined as
delay due to EVS staff. We define delay due to bed unavailability as the time between
patient admission and the assigned bed becoming vacant. The rest of the bed preparation
delay is due to physically cleaning the bed, and it is affected by unavailability of bed or
EVS staff. Hence, it is not assigned to either resource.
The detailed statistics related to patient boarding is displayed in Table 4. The average
boarding time with FCFS decreased by 38.7% from 211.1 minutes to 129.3 minutes when
the proposed coordination approach was implemented. Furthermore, the median waiting
time with FCFS decreased by 34.1% from 89.7 minutes to 59.1 minutes utilizing the coordination approach. When only boarded patients are considered, 345 patients experienced
367.7 minutes of average boarding using FCFS compared to 390 patients experiencing
199.3 minutes of average boarding with coordination approach, resulting a 45.8% reduction in average boarding. While FCFS chose to board fewer patients but for longer period
of time, the proposed coordination approach chose to board only 13% more patients for
significantly less period of time. A negligible portion of boarding can be attributed to transporter delay, where FCFS performed better than the coordination approach. The statistics
show that the main reason for patient boarding is bed preparation delay. We observe
comparable number of patients experiencing bed preparation delay with FCFS and the optimization approach, where the coordination approach reduced the average delay of 376.2
minutes with FCFS to 222 minutes, resulting a 41% decrease. The results demonstrate
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that the majority of improvement in patient boarding and bed preparation delay using optimization approach over the FCFS is due to EVS coordination. The optimization approach
decreased the number of patients experiencing EVS delay from 281 to 256, corresponding
to 8.9% reduction, and the average delay due to EVS from 239.9 to 71.9 minutes, resulting a 70% reduction, in comparison to FCFS. We also observe a decline in the number
of patients waiting due to bed unavailability and average waiting time for a vacant bed,
when optimization approach was utilized over the FCFS, while the improvement was less
significant in comparison to the one with EVS.
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Figure 8: Resource utilization under proposed versus FCFS approaches

We also evaluated the utilization of EVS staff and IU beds under the two approaches.
The results show that 39 dirty beds per day, on average, were cleaned utilizing either
approach. However, the proposed coordination approach reduced the non-value added
tasks (traveling between IUs) for EVS staff and increased the availability for other tasks
such as area decontamination and hygiene management, as seen in Figure 8a. In order
to fully understand the process, the cleaning, traveling, and idle times of all EVS staff
through day 8 under the proposed approach and FCFS strategy are depicted in Figures 9
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and 10. Furthermore, we analyze the proportion of time vacant IU beds are clean or dirty
under FCFS and the coordination approach. As shown in Figure 8b, a vacant bed was dirty
60% of the time, on average, when FCFS approach was implemented, in comparison to
45% of the time, on average, with the proposed coordination approach. This confirms that
the proposed approach increases effective utilization of the bed capacity by reducing the
proportion of time that vacant beds are dirty.

(a) EVS staff workload through the day

(b) Number of available dirty beds through the day

Figure 9: EVS staff utilization under the proposed coordination approach through day 8
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(a) EVS staff workload through the day

(b) Number of available dirty beds through the day

Figure 10: EVS staff utilization under the FCFS strategy through day 8
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CHAPTER 4 INTEGRATED PROACTIVE COORDINATION APPROACH USING STOCHASTIC
OPTIMIZATION

4.1 Problem Description
The common process of resource allocation within the ED-to-IU network for patients
in hospitals starts after admission decision and bed request, as displayed in Figure 11.
When the bed preparation is initiated only at the time of patient admission, it becomes a
challenge to have the best use of limited resources such as EVS staff and transport staff.
As discussed in previous chapter, the goal of assigning EVS staff to dirty beds is to provide
clean beds as early as possible according to their priority in order to optimize resource
utilization. First priority is given to cleaning dirty-beds assigned to admitted patients.
Dirty beds that are not assigned to any of the currently admitted patients are considered
as second priority. The motivation for cleaning additional dirty beds is to maximize the
utilization of EVS staff and ready beds for future patients. In reactive approach, EVS staffs
prepare inpatient beds according to the realized bed demand and there isn’t any preference among the dirty beds (dirty beds that are not assigned to any admitted patients) for
cleaning for future patients. Although reactive approach helps to reduce the misallocation
of EVS staff to essential cleaning tasks, it is ineffective in reducing the delay related to
the time needed to finish services associated with previous assignments for cleaning extra
dirty beds. Our proposed proactive approach suggests utilizing reliable prediction of ED
admission decisions ahead of the actual admission decisions to optimize the resource allocation in a proactive manner to reduce ED patients waiting times. We assume that when a
new patient enters in emergency department and starts the testing and treatment process,
the information about the patient, like as patient’s health history, provides reliable estima-
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Figure 11: Reactive resource allocation approach across the ED-to-IU network
tion of disposition decision and admission time before the actual decision. This estimation
helps to improve the allocation of resources to relevant tasks in a proactive manner regarding an impending demand. In this research, we propose a proactive coordination model
to optimize resource allocation in ED-IU network in hospitals. In our framework, we capture real time information from ED and IUs to provide optimal coordination between three
tasks: Bed Management, Bed Turnaround, and Transportation. The fundamental idea of
the proposed modeling and solution approach is that, by considering impending admission
and demands for resources, integrated task assignment and resource allocation can reduce
ED boarding and, in turn, ED crowding.
4.2 Proactive Coordination Model Formulation
We have formulated the proactive resource coordination problem as a two-stage stochastic mathematical model [41, 38, 87]. We consider the reactive optimization model proposed in Chapter 4 as a base, and make necessary modifications to account for uncertainties. We developed two models for the problem, where the first model finds the best assignment of EVS staff to dirty beds by taking into account the ED patients that are waiting
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for admission decision as well as admitted patients. It uses the probability estimation for
disposition decision of ED patients and the remaining length of stay estimation of patient
in ED until admission decision. Therefore, we concern these two sources of uncertainty
in the problem assumptions and formulation at stage one. These uncertainties decrease
through the time since the growing information on the patient provides more accurate predictions for the patient. The optimal decision for this model gives the assignment of EVS
staff to dirty beds. The second model builds on the result of the first model by considering
only admitted patients. We use the assignment of EVS staff to dirty beds from stage one
and availability time of clean beds as parameters for the stage two model. The optimal decision of this model shows the assignments of patients to beds and patients to transporters.
Both models are formulated as mixed integer linear programs. The sets, parameters, and
decision variables utilized in the first and second stage models are presented in Tables 5
and 6, respectively.
4.2.1 First Stage
The objective function of the first model considers the total waiting time of all patients
across all scenarios and total sojourn times for beds in dirty status:
M in

XX
s∈S p∈P

(Tps − tps ) + β1

X

(tci − T now )

(4.1)

i∈Idirty

The first set of constraints formulate time restrictions related to bed cleaning by EVS
staff to find time that a dirty/clean bed becomes available. Constraints in (4.2) and (4.3)
imply that cleaning service of bed i can start when EVS staff k is available after its previous
service and the cleaning process takes sbe units of time. If the EVS staff k is assigned to
bed i for the first service, the traveling time of the staff for arriving to bed i is Rki as in
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Table 5: Sets, indices, parameters, and variables utilized in the first step model
Sets
I, J, K
U
R
P
S
PM /PF
Ir
Iclean /Idirty

resources (beds, transport staff, EVS staff, respectively)
inpatient units (a unit contains one or more rooms)
rooms (a room contains one or more beds)
patients
Scenarios
male/female patients; PM ⊆P, PF ⊆P
beds belonging to room r; r∈R, Ir ⊆ I
beds with status clean/dirty, beds in isolation rooms; Idirty ⊆I, Iclean ⊆I

Indices
i, j, k
p
s
d
u
r
clean/dirty

an individual resource (bed, transport staff, EVS staff, respectively)
patient
scenario
order of a task among a series of tasks
inpatient unit
room
binary indices referring to status of a bed

Parameters
Th
T now
tps
tbi
tek1
tES
k
ttj1
F
GM
is /Gis
gsp
sbe
Rx,x0
β1
γ
Dj , Dk
Variables
xsip
ysjdp
zkdi
tci
tekd
ttjds
Tps
tbps
stps
δsr

planning time horizon
time at the beginning of a new planning horizon
time that the admit decision is made for patient p in scenario s
time that a bed i becomes vacant
time that EVS staff k becomes available for its initial service
time that the shift ends for EVS staff k
time that transporter j becomes available for its initial service
1 if gender of patient currently occupying bed i in scenario s is male/female,
0 otherwise
1 if gender of patient p is male in scenario s, 0 if female
service time for cleaning a bed
travel time between two locations (Rip is travel time for ED patient p to IU
bed i)
penalty coefficient for total sojourn time of beds in dirty state in the objective
function
least number of cleaning task assignments allowed in each run
maximum number of assignments allowed for transporter j, EVS staff k
1 if bed i is assigned to patient p in scenario s , 0 otherwise
1 if transporter j for its dth service is assigned to patient p in scenario s, 0
otherwise
1 if EVS staff k for its dth service is assigned to dirty bed i, 0 otherwise
time that clean bed i becomes available (status clean)
time that EVS staff k becomes available for its dth service
time that transporter j becomes available for its dth service in scenario s
time that patient p is served (transported to a clean bed) in scenario s
time that a bed is ready for patient p in scenario s
service time for transporting patient p in scenario s
1 if all patients in room r in scenario s are male, 0 if all females
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constraint (4.2). Otherwise, the traveling time of EVS staff depends to the location of its
(d − 1)th service as in constraint (4.3). Also, we assume EVS staff works in shifts and the
constraints in (4.4) enforce that the cleaning task of an EVS staff cannot go beyond the
end of his shift. Constraints (4.5) restrict that cleaning of dirty bed i starts after bed gets
empty and previous patient is discharged. Otherwise, if the bed is already clean, tci equals
to the time that bed i is available and clean as in constraint (4.6).
tci ≥ tekd + sbe + Rki − (1 − zkdi )M,
tci2 ≥ tekd + sbe +

 X


Ri1 i2 zk(d−1)i1 − (1 − zkdi2 )M,

∀i ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d = 1

(4.2)

∀i1 , i2 ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d ≥ 2 (4.3)

i1 ∈Idirty

tci − (1 − zkdi )M ≤ tES
∀i ∈ Idirty , k ∈ K, d ≤ Dk
k ,
tci

≥

tbi

+

sbe



+ 1−

X X



(4.4)

∀i ∈ Idirty

(4.5)

tci ≥ tbi , ∀i ∈ Iclean

(4.6)

zkdi M,

k∈K d≤Dk

Constraints in (4.7)-(4.11) show the time that patient p is transported to a clean bed
in scenario s. These constraints enforce that patient arrives to the assigned bed after the
bed is clean and ready. The transport time from emergency department depends on the
assigned inpatient unit and is defined via constraints in (4.8).
Tps ≥ ttjds + stps − (1 − ysjdp )M,
stps =

X

∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.7)

Rip xsip , ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

(4.8)

Tps ≥ tbps , ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

(4.9)

i∈I

tbps ≥ tci − (1 − xsip )M,

∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

Tps ≥ tps + stps , ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

(4.10)
(4.11)
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Since the EVS staff can be assigned to multiple distinct cleaning services during the
planning horizon, constraints in (4.12) determine the time that the EVS staff becomes
available for dth service after finishing previous assigned task. Likewise, the transporters
can be assigned to multiple separate tasks throughout the time horizon in each scenario.
Constraints in (4.13) define the time that the transport staff becomes available for dth
service after finishing previous task in each scenario. Constraints in (4.14) and (4.15)
show that dth task is not started before (d − 1)th task. These constraints ensure simple time
sequence relation between two consecutive tasks for EVS and also for transport staff in
each scenario.
tekd ≥ tci − (1 − zk(d−1)i )M,
ttjds ≥ Tps + stps − (1 − ysj(d−1)p )M,

∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K, d = 2, ..., Dk

(4.12)

∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S, ∀j ∈ J, d = 2, ..., Dj

(4.13)

tekd ≥ tek(d−1) , ∀k ∈ K, d = 2, ..., Dk
ttjds ≥ ttj(d−1)s , ∀j ∈ J, d = 2, ..., Dj , ∀s ∈ S

(4.14)
(4.15)

Constraints in (4.16)-(4.25) are the assignment restrictions. These constrains enforce
that one resource member (bed and transporter) can be assigned to at most one patient
and each patient must be assigned to a bed and transporter in each scenario. Constraints
in (4.20) and (4.21) state that at most one EVS staff is assigned to each dirty bed, and at
most one dirty bed is assigned to an EVS member for their dth service. Constraints in (4.22)
guarantees the dirty bed is assigned to one EVS staff for cleaning if the bed is assigned to
a patient. Constraints in (4.23) and (4.24) ensure that a transporter and an EVS member
are not assigned for their dth service if they are not assigned for (d−1)th service. Constraint
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(4.25) implies that clean beds are not assigned to EVS staff.
X

xsip = 1, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

(4.16)

ysjdp = 1, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S

(4.17)

i∈I

XX
j∈J

d≤Dj

X

xsip ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I, ∀s ∈ S

(4.18)

p∈P

X

ysjdp ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J, ∀s ∈ S, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.19)

p∈P

X X
k∈K

zkdi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I

(4.20)

zkdi ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K, d = 1, ..., Dk

(4.21)

d≤Dk

X
i∈I

X

xsip ≤

p∈P

X

zkdi , ∀i ∈ Idirty , ∀s ∈ S

(4.22)

k∈K d≤Dk

ysjdp ≤

p∈P

X

ysj(d−1)p , ∀j ∈ J, ∀s ∈ S, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.23)

p∈P

X

zkdi ≤

i∈I

X

zk(d−1)i , ∀k ∈ K, d = 1, ..., Dk

(4.24)

zkdi = 0

(4.25)

i∈I

X X
k∈K

X X

d≤Dk

X
i∈Iclean

Constraints in (4.26)-(4.29) formulate gender restrictions that ensure all patients in a
room have the same gender for each scenario. A newly assigned patient to a bed in a room
where there is occupancy by the opposite gender has to wait to be transported to the bed
until the current patients in the room are discharged.
XX
i∈Ir p∈P

XX
i∈Ir p∈P

xsip gsp ≥

XX

xsip − (1 − δsr )M,

∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S

(4.26)

∀r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S

(4.27)

i∈Ir p∈P

xsip (1 − gsp ) ≥

XX
i∈Ir p∈P

xsip − δsr M,
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GFis tbi ≤ Tps + (1 − xsjp gsp )M,

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j
(4.28)

b
GM
is ti ≤ Tps + (1 − xsjp (1 − gsp ))M,

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀s ∈ S, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j,
(4.29)

Table 6: Sets, indices, parameters, and variables utilized in the second step model
Sets
I, J
U
R
P
PM /PF
Ir

resources (beds, transport staff, respectively)
inpatient units (a unit contains one or more rooms)
rooms (a room contains one or more beds)
patients
male/female patients; PM ⊆P, PF ⊆P
beds belonging to room r; r∈R, Ir ⊆ I

Indices
i, j
p
d
u
r

an individual resource (bed, transport staff, respectively)
patient
order of a task among a series of tasks
inpatient unit
room

Parameters
tp
ttj1
F
GM
i /Gi
gp
Rx,x0
β2
Dj
Variables
xip
yjdp
tci
ttjd
Tp
Wp
W pmax
tbp
stp
δr

time that the admit decision is made for patient p
time that transporter j becomes available for its initial service
1 if gender of patient currently occupying bed i is male/female, 0 otherwise
1 if gender of patient p is male, 0 if female
travel time between two locations (Rip is travel time for ED patient p to IU
bed i)
penalty coefficient for maximum patient boarding time in the objective function
maximum number of assignments allowed for transporter j
1 if bed i is assigned to patient p, 0 otherwise
1 if transporter j for its dth service is assigned to patient p, 0 otherwise
time that clean bed i becomes available (status clean)
time that transporter j becomes available for its dth service
time that patient p is served (transported to a clean bed)
waiting time for patient p
maximum patient waiting time Wp for the run
time that a bed is ready for patient p
service time for transporting patient p
1 if all patients in room r are male, 0 if all females
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4.2.2 Second Stage
In this stage, the objective of the proposed mathematical model is to minimize the
weighted sum of total waiting times of patients that are already admitted and maximum
patient waiting time experienced:
M in

X

(Tp − tp ) + β2 Wpmax

(4.30)

p∈P

Similar to the previous model, the two important resources, a clean bed and a transport
staff, must be available for transferring admitted patient to assigned bed, as enforced
in constraints in (4.31)-(4.33). Constraints in (4.34) defines the time that assigned bed
becomes ready. We utilize the results of previous step related to the availability time of
clean beds for this model. In other words, the parameter tci stores the input data for
the time a bed becomes clean and ready. We define the availability of clean bed based
on their assignment to EVS staff in previous step. The constraints in (4.35) guarantee
that the admitted patient is ready for transfer before the task starts. The constraints in
(4.36) define the earliest availability time of a transport staff that equals to stp time unit
after completing his previous task. The variable stp is the traveling time from emergency
department to assigned inpatient unit. In the objective function, the term Wp max shows
the maximum waiting time of patients admitted to inpatient units, which is defined in
constrains (4.37) and (4.38). Then, we continue with the assignment restrictions. We
guarantee that each patient is assigned to one bed and one transport staff via constraints
in (4.39) and (4.40). Constraints (4.41) and (4.42) enforce that a bed and a transport staff
is not assigned to more than on patient. Constraints in (4.43) impose the restriction that a
transport staff should not be assigned to dth service, except the staff is assigned to (d − 1)th
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service. Next, We formulated gender matching restrictions in constraints (4.44)-(4.47).
These constraints guarantee that all patients in a room have the same gender.
Tp ≥ ttjd + stp − (1 − yjdp )M,
X

stp =

∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.31)

Rip xip , ∀p ∈ P

(4.32)

Tp ≥ tbp , ∀p ∈ P

(4.33)

i∈I

tbp ≥ tci − (1 − xip )M,

∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P

Tp ≥ tp + stp , ∀p ∈ P
ttjd ≥ Tp + stp − (1 − yj(d−1)p )M,

∀p ∈ P, ∀j ∈ J, d = 2, ..., Dj

(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)

Wp ≥ Tp − tp , ∀p ∈ P

(4.37)

Wpmax ≥ Wp , ∀p ∈ P

(4.38)

X

xip = 1, ∀p ∈ P

(4.39)

yjdp = 1, ∀p ∈ P

(4.40)

i∈I

XX
j∈J d≤Dj

X

xip ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I

(4.41)

p∈P

X

yjdp ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.42)

p∈P

X

yjdp ≤

p∈P

XX
i∈Ir p∈P

XX
i∈Ir p∈P

xip gp ≥

X

yj(d−1)p , ∀j ∈ J, d = 1, ..., Dj

(4.43)

p∈P

XX

xip − (1 − δr )M,

∀r ∈ R

(4.44)

∀r ∈ R

(4.45)

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j

(4.46)

i∈Ir p∈P

xip (1 − gp ) ≥

XX

xip − δr M,

i∈Ir p∈P

GFi tbi ≤ Tp + (1 − xjp gp )M,
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b
GM
i ti ≤ Tp + (1 − xjp (1 − gp ))M,

∀r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P, ∀i, j ∈ Ir , i 6= j,

(4.47)

4.3 Solution Approach
In this section, we provide a solution approach according to the proposed proactive
coordination model in ED-to-IU network in hospitals. Figure 12 illustrates the steps of
the proposed solution approach in detail. In this approach, the real time information are
updated periodically after each ∆t units of time. The real time information are including
model parameters (defined in previous section such as set of patients and resources, and
resources availability times), the distribution of remaining length of stay of patients in
ED before admission decisions, and patient’s disposition. In this model, we consider all
patients that entered in the emergency department before current time and waiting for
next proceeding of the hospital. These patients are categorized in two types: 1) patients
that entered to emergency department and still waiting for admission/discharge decision
and 2) patients that entered to ED and admitted to inpatient unit and now they are waiting
to be assigned and transferred to IU bed. After updating the real time information, we
generate Ns scenarios according to the uncertainties parameters in the model. Afterwards,
the proposed preprocessing step and optimization model are executed in order to revise
resource allocation in the system.
4.3.1 Scenario Generation
There are two types of uncertainties corresponding to patients entered to emergency
department and waiting for admission decision, including 1) Disposition decision of the
patients and 2) Remaining length of stay(RLOS) of patient in ED before admission deci-
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sion. The statistics of each uncertainty are updated during the time until the patient is
admitted. For each event, we generate Ns scenarios based on the latest updated statistics
for the proposed stochastic optimization model (first step). The samples of admission decision times for patient p are generated according to the updated distribution of RLOS of
patient p in ED using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) approach [48]. In LHS approach,
the cumulative distribution is divided into segments, one for each scenario. A probability
is randomly selected in each segment using a uniform distribution, and then mapped to
the actual representative value of the variable’s actual distribution. This method guarantees that the distribution function is sampled evenly. Moreover, we generate Ns samples
based on updated probabilities of disposition decision of patient p and assign to scenarios
randomly. For example, if the probabilities of disposition decision ([Home, IU1, IU2, IU3])
for patient p equals to [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1] and we assume to generate 20 scenarios, the
number of cases for each decision are [8, 6, 4, 2] cases for each patient and then we assign
to scenarios randomly. Next, we combine all samples to finalize the Ns scenarios.
4.3.2 Pre-processing
In the preprocessing step, we apply several techniques to reduce the size of stochastic problem which leads to less complexity time. In this step, we reduce the number of
resources based on time horizon considering to keep possible solutions. For example, if
a bed is not suitable for any of the requests, we remove that bed from the optimization
model. Also, preprocessing step limits the task duplication based on the time horizon. For
instance, if time horizon is 180 minutes and average cleaning time is 50 minutes, the maximum duplication of cleaning tasks for each EVS staff member is 4. As another technique
in this step, we specify symmetry cases (e.g. patients with similar attributes including gen-
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der and IU type) and reduce the feasible solution area by defining specific constraints that
ensure patients with the same attributes including are served in order of their admission
times. In our computational experiments, this step significantly reduced the computational
time for implementing almost all large problem instances.
4.3.3 Two stage optimization models
We employ the optimization approach in two steps to consider uncertainties in the system, to prioritize ED patients that are admitted to hospital and to reduce the computational
complexity. Since there are two uncertainties related to patients entered to emergency department, we consider a stochastic optimization model for the first step. Our primary goal
of the first step is to find the best assignment of EVS staff to dirty beds by considering
all scenarios. We follow an iterative approach for this step to balance the total number
of clean beds between inpatient units. After each iteration, we find the demand for clean
beds and also available clean beds (considering new assignments) in each IU. If the difference between demand and supply for IUs is imbalance, one new constraint will be added
in order to limit the new assignments for cleaning tasks in each IU. For example, if the
results of step 1 shows that the difference between number of requests for clean bed and
available clean beds in IU1 and IU2 are 0 and 6 respectively, the new constraint will be
added to the model to restrict the number of assignments of EVS staff to dirty bed for
IU1 and IU2 to 3 assignments for each one. In the second step, we utilize the availability
times of clean beds based on the result of first step and fix as parameters. Then we implement the second optimization model by considering just admitted patients. The results of
this step reports the best assignments of patient to transport staff and patient to clean bed
based on the current situation to minimize patients waiting times. After achieving the final
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Figure 12: Flowchart for proposed solution approach
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result of the current instance, the system information is updated. For the next time event,
we fix the resource assignments that are starting during a defined time fence. Figure 12
demonstrates more detail of the proposed solution approach.
4.4 Computational Experiments
In this section, we provide a computational study to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed proactive resource and task assignment approach. Also, we investigated whether or
not considering uncertainties in the model has an impact on the performance. Therefore,
two versions of both the deterministic proactive model and the stochastic proactive model
were tested. For the purpose of experimentation, we generate random instances based
on data statistics from Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan. We compare the performance of the proposed approach with the reactive optimization model and First-Come,
First-Served method. The performance has been evaluated in terms of patients waiting
times across all replications of the experiment setting. We tested our approach on a 3.10
GHz desktop with 16 GB of RAM under Windows OS with optimization solver Gurobi.
We used maximum computational time of 15 CPU minutes and optimality gap of 0.1% as
termination criteria. Given the time between any two consecutive optimization runs is at
least 30 minutes, the 15-minute limit does not create any issue for resource planning. The
following part outlines how the problem instances are generated.
4.4.1 Random Problem Instance Generation
We generated five random instances based on data statistics from Henry Ford Hospital to evaluate the proposed approach. For the simulated experiments, we implemented
these instances for 8 consecutive days simulated data in ED-IU processes. To eliminate the
transient effect of initialization, we remove the results of the first 3 days and only con-
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Figure 13: Distributions of Patient Arrival and Discharge Times
sider results of the last 5 days (namely, day 1 to day 5) for analysis and comparison. We
utilized the historical data from HFH for generating distribution of patient arrival time to
emergency department and distribution of patient discharge time from inpatient units, as
shown in Figures 13a and 13b. We assume that the disposition decision of ED patients will
be determined after a random variable (LOS in ED) with mean 4.5 hours and standard deviation 2 hours from when patients arrive in the emergency department. We generate the
LOS of patients in ED from lognormal distribution with mean 5 and variance 1.2. Also, we
suppose the real time information are updated periodically after each 30 minutes to when
patients’ emergency medical treatment is complete and they leave the emergency department to either go home (discharged patients) or to a hospital bed (admitted patients).
The procedure for updating the statistics related to remaining length of stay (RLOS) of
patient in ED is as follows:
1. We generate the initial estimation of LOS in ED until disposition decision time for
patients based on HFH, that equals to the initial value for expected remaining length
of stay (RLOS) in ED. The standard deviation (SD) of RLOS for patient p is computed
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by multiplying coefficient of variation (COV) and mean of RLOS. In this study we
consider 0.5 as COV.
• SD(RLOSp (t)) = COV × E(RLOSp (t))
2. The mean and standard deviation of RLOS will be updated after each ∆t (30 minutes
for this study) from patient arrival time until expected RLOS is less than 15 minutes.
We use logistic function [76] to define the changes from initial stage to saturation.
(a) E(RLOSp (t + ∆t)) = E(RLOSp (t)) + δ1 × f (Tnow − Tarrival (p))
• RLOSp (t) = remaining LOS of patient p in ED at time t
• δ1 = 30 × Random number f rom{−1, 1}
• f (x) =

a
;
(1+b c−x )

a, b = 1, c = 0.5

(b) SD(RLOSp (t + ∆t)) = COV × E(RLOSp (t + ∆t))
3. We find disposition decision (admission/discharge) time of patients based on their
final updated expected RLOS by getting sample from RLOS distribution:
• Disposition decision time = Tnow + random value from RLOS distribution

The procedure for updating the probabilities of the disposition decision for patient p in
ED is as follows:
1. We generate disposition decision of patients based on HFH statistics :
• 30% of ED patients are admitted to inpatients units with ratio [0.6, 0.2, 0.2] to
[IU 1, IU 2, IU 3] and 70% of ED patients are discharged.
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• We consider initial probability for disposition decision [0.7, 0.18, 0.06, 0.06]
for [Discharge, IU1, IU2, IU3] for all patients
2. After each ∆t, the probability of disposition decision will be updated based on random values from Dirichlet distribution [94] function with parameter αt :
• The total number of updates (Nu ) for each patient equals to number of updates
for his admission time.
• P rp (t) = probabilities of dispositions provided by random values from Dir(αt )
• We suppose α0 equals to [11, 3, 1, 1] for [Discharge, IU1, IU2, IU3]
• αt+∆t = αt + δ2 × f (Tnow − Tarrival (p))
– We suppose the final update for α should be 100 for patient disposition and
1 for others. For example if patient p will be assigned to IU1 , the final
alpha (αT ) is [1, 100, 1, 1]
– δ2 =

αT −α0
Nu

– f (x) =

a
;
(1+b c−x )

a, b = 1, c = 0.5

In the study, the average number of admitted patients in a day is considered 40 and
the inter-arrival times of patients are distributed based on HFHS historical dataset. We
assume 50%-50% ratio for patient’s gender (male and female). In addition, we set the
number of beds as 100 in total while those are distributed in the rooms with one or two
capacity of patients, half of the rooms have two beds and the other half have a single bed.
In the computational study, we consider three types of Inpatient Units (for three levels of
intensity of care). According to historical data from HFHS, average admission probability
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of a patient to each of the Inpatient Units IU1, IU2, IU3 are [0.6, 0.2, 0.2], respectively.
Hence, we assume the same ratio for bed distribution as 60%, 20%, and 20% for IU1, IU2,
and IU3 respectively. Other parameters in this model are completion times of the tasks.
The average traveling times from ED to IU1, IU2, IU3 are respectively [5, 15, 25] minutes.
Also, the average traveling times between two IUs are [10, 20, 10] minutes for IU1 to IU2,
IU1 to IU3, IU2 to IU3. In this experiment, the average duration of the cleaning task by
EVS staff is 50 minutes. We consider two EVS staffs and two transporters in each of the
8-hour shifts and the time horizon for each coordination optimization is set as three hours.
4.4.2 Results
In the experimental study, we compare the performance of both the stochastic and
the deterministic models of proactive coordination approach with the FCFS benchmark
method and also the reactive coordination model proposed in previous chapter. The comparison is based on patients waiting times in 5 simulated days for 5 different instances.
In general, the proactive approaches outperform reactive approach and FCFS strategy in
particular the result of stochastic coordination model are impressive. Table 7 compares
the average of ED patient waiting time for four approaches for all instances. The results
show that the proposed proactive approaches decreases patients waiting times for different
number of admitted patients. Also, the stochastic proactive model leads to higher improvement in patients waiting times especially when the demands are higher. For instance, in
example 5 with average 45 admitted patients has higher improvement of average boarding times in comparison with example 4 where average number of admitted patient is 38.
As presented in Table 8 , the maximum values of the waiting times for proactive methods
are decreased with minimizing the average waiting times. When only boarded patients
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Table 7: Average Waiting Time of Patient (minutes)
Example

FCFS

1
2
3
4
5

190.321
315.319
177.357
148.604
513.141

Reactive
Optimization
110.225
181.708
108.199
82.758
232.280

Proactive
Deterministic
91.304
124.068
89.240
64.314
194.138

Proactive
Stochastic
78.953
105.947
75.199
59.415
143.763

Number of Patients
per Day
[39, 38, 42, 44, 43]
[48, 38, 40, 39, 42]
[49, 37, 39, 43, 37]
[44, 42, 26, 41, 39]
[46, 52, 54, 40, 35]

Table 8: Maximum Waiting Time of Patient (minutes)
Example

FCFS

1
2
3
4
5

956.825
1695.900
1819.254
678.467
1010.732

Reactive
Optimization
976.300
1279.802
1613.543
665.647
1219.985

Proactive
Deterministic
937.875
1203.972
1613.543
681.879
997.572

Proactive
Stochastic
872.057
1120.287
1060.408
665.039
852.584

Number of Patients
per Day
[39, 38, 42, 44, 43]
[48, 38, 40, 39, 42]
[49, 37, 39, 43, 37]
[44, 42, 26, 41, 39]
[46, 52, 54, 40, 35]

are considered, lower number of patients experienced lower average waiting times using
proactive approaches (stochastic and deterministic) compared with reactive optimization
model and FCFS approach, see Tables 9 and 10. Furthermore, as displayed in Table 11, the
median waiting time of boarded patients with proactive approach improves significantly
rather than reactive approach .
Figure 14 displays sorted waiting times of all patients for all approaches for 5 instances
during 5 days. The results show that the proactive approach consistently outperform the
Table 9: Number of Boarded Patients
Example

FCFS

Reactive Optimization

Proactive Deterministic

Proactive Stochastic

1
2
3
4
5

119
124
100
92
191

128
158
112
107
190

109
118
98
92
191

106
108
84
86
174
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Table 10: Average Waiting Time of Boarded Patient (minutes)
Example

FCFS

Reactive Optimization

Proactive Deterministic

Proactive Stochastic

1
2
3
4
5

329.464
526.380
363.581
310.130
609.858

177.351
238.043
197.986
148.459
277.509

172.556
217.644
186.676
134.220
230.730

153.436
203.065
183.520
132.647
187.553

Table 11: Median Waiting Time of Patient (minutes)
Example

FCFS

Reactive Optimization

Proactive Deterministic

Proactive Stochastic

1
2
3
4
5

338.742
485.901
303.311
287.707
635.323

91.748
138.324
102.914
95.653
208.801

107.302
57.882
48.167
45.347
139.893

89.428
53.317
66.777
38.558
96.176

reactive models, for all problem instances. The proactive approach leads to significant improvement in patients waiting times and decreases the frequency of patients with excessive
waiting times. We note that, although the range of patients waiting times can be the same
for all methods, there is remarkable difference between the distributions of these solutions.
As depicted, Proactive strategy increases the number of patients without any boarding in
all examples. Also, we observe that stochastic optimization model performed better than
the deterministic optimization model in proactive approach and reduced the number of
boarded patients during 5 days. Instance 5 (Figure 14e), shows a clear higher improvement by stochastic optimization model as there is higher number of admitted patients in
this example.
We also evaluated the utilization of EVS staffs for the proactive, reactive, and FCFS approaches. The results of this computational study show that the solution of all approaches
have approximately the same average workload of cleaning of dirty beds in all approaches.
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Table 12: Average Percentage of Time for [Cleaning, Traveling, Idle] for EVS Staff
Example

FCFS

Reactive Optimization

Proactive Deterministic

Proactive Stochastic

1
2
3
4
5

[71%, 14%, 15%]
[68%, 13%, 19%]
[67%, 12%, 21%]
[74%, 11%, 15%]
[79%, 15%, 6%]

[71%, 2%, 27%]
[64%, 3%, 33%]
[64%, 2%, 34%]
[73%, 2%, 25%]
[81%, 8%, 11%]

[70%, 4%, 26%]
[66%, 5%, 29%]
[65%, 6%, 29%]
[73%, 3%, 24%]
[77%, 7%, 16%]

[70%, 5%, 25%]
[67%, 5%, 28%]
[66%, 3%, 31%]
[73%, 3%, 24%]
[80%, 8%, 12%]

However, the proactive and reactive optimization models can reduce the workload of EVS
staff and increase their idle times by assigning them optimally rather than FCFS strategy
(see Table 12 ).
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(c) Example 3- Patient waiting times (sorted)
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(d) Example 4- Patient waiting times (sorted)
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(e) Example 5- Patient waiting times (sorted)

Figure 14: Patient waiting time performance under the proposed proactive (stochastic and
deterministic) approach versus reactive (optimization, FCFS) approach
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1 Summary and Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a dynamic resource allocation and task assignment optimization model to improve system performance by minimizing waiting time experienced
by emergency department (ED) patients considered for hospital admission (i.e., boarding).
In particular, we developed an effective mixed-integer formulation to solve the proposed
coordination problem. Our method coordinates different departments/teams including
emergency department, inpatient units, environmental services, and transportation. The
proposed coordination approach not only provides assignment of resources to tasks, but
also schedules the tasks for a rolling planning horizon while satisfying many real-world requirements and constraints. The proposed coordination approach is shown to significantly
outperform first-come first-served practices prevalent in hospitals in terms of ED patient
waiting times while also improving resource utilization, availability, and workload equity.
We focus on two perspectives in our proposed framework. At the first one, we consider
the reactive approach of resource allocation as a dominant process in ED-to-IU network in
hospitals. The main assumption here is assigning the resources after actual admission time
to IU and disposition decision. We develop a deterministic dynamic real-time coordination
model for resource and task assignment using mixed-integer programming. Then we take
the advantages of early task initiation and introduce a proactive approach to demonstrate
how early task initiation using available EHR information in upstream tasks like as triage
and initial patient assessment can improve the reactive approach for resource coordination.
We propose the proactive optimization model based on reactive deterministic MIP model
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and involve uncertainties into the model and provide the proactive stochastic MIP model.
We consider two sources of uncertainty with the problem assumptions and formulation
in this step: 1) Disposition (admission/discharge) decision time and 2) The disposition
decision (e.g. IU type that patient will be assigned).
Our proposed proactive approach shows if we consider the reliable predicted information of ED admission decisions ahead of the actual admission decisions, we would be able
to optimize the resource allocation in a proactive manner to reduce ED patients waiting
times. We assume that when a new patient enters in emergency department and starts the
testing and treatment process, the information about the patient like as patient’s health
history provides reliable estimation of disposition decisions and admission times before
the actual decisions. This estimation helps to improve allocating the resources to relevant
tasks in a proactive manner regarding an impending demand.
We validate the effectiveness of the model using data from a leading healthcare facility
in SE-Michigan, U.S. Our proposed coordination methodology is also applicable to other
healthcare departments for resource management and improved patient satisfaction.
5.2 Future Research
There are several avenues for future research. We propose two major opportunities as
future work which can extent and improve the current research. The first direction focuses
on extending the problem modeling and the second one is providing ideas for improving
the solution approach, specifically for large scale problems.
5.2.1 Enterprise-wide resources allocation and coordination
In this research, our focus limited to resources allocation and coordination in ED-to-IU
network while the same framework can be extended to multiple departments as a multi-
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agent system to share their tasks and resources which optimize multiple objectives. For
example, our framework can include elective patients and provides bed allocation as well
as staff coordination for transportation and bed cleaning across different departments including ED. In addition, for proposing more comprehensive optimization model, other
resources/tasks and more types of uncertainties can be added to the model.
5.2.2 Computationally effective solution approach using Machine Learning
As mentioned in chapter 3 and 4, we consider several decision variables and real-world
constraints in the proposed MIP models which make them computationally expensive. Although our solution approaches improved execution time significantly, still there is a need
to improve the solution approach specifically for supporting large-scale healthcare facilities. Development of more computationally efficient heuristics could be one direction for
future direction. On the other side, recently, few studies utilized machine learning to solve
the large scale online Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problems [16, 33, 15, 24, 20]
which could be an interesting future workstream of this research. For better understanding, an MIP model is solved on a common basis, maintaining notable similarities in formulation structures and solution outcomes but varies in model coefficients. For example,
our proposed MIP model shares important similarities in terms of model structure and
solution outcomes across different model coefficients (e.g number of patients and number of resources). This provides a great opportunity to integrate Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms to explore relationship between an MIP model’s formulation structure and its
solution values to improve the computation performance. Accordingly, if we consider an
standard formulation of optimization model as z = minAx≤B,x∈X C T x, different instances
of model are varying only in formulation coefficients A, B and C. Therefore, The main task
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here is to generate the training set based on comprehensive multiple runs and predict the
probability that a decision variable (in our case, binary variable) to get value 1 (or zero) in
the optimized solution. Since we consider many real-world constraints in our model, there
are many formulation coefficients in our model, so we propose deep learning algorithms
[73, 84] as appropriate choice of prediction model for this high dimensional problem.
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Healthcare systems face difficult challenges such as increasing complexity of processes,
inefficient utilization of resources, high pressure to enhance the quality of care and services, and the need to balance and coordinate the staff workload. Therefore, the need for
effective and efficient processes of delivering healthcare services increases. Data-driven
approaches, including operations research and predictive modeling, can help overcome
these challenges and improve the performance of health systems in terms of quality, cost,
patient health outcomes and satisfaction.
Hospitals are a key component of healthcare systems with many scarce resources such
as caregivers (nurses, physicians) and expensive facilities/equipment. Most hospital systems in the developed world have employed some form of an Electronic Health Record
(EHR) system in recent years to improve information flow, health outcomes, and reduce
costs. While EHR systems form a critical data backbone, there is a need for platforms that
can allow coordinated orchestration of the relatively complex healthcare operations. Infor-
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mation available in EHR systems can play a significant role in providing better operational
coordination between different departments/services in the hospital through optimized
task/resource allocation.
In this research, we propose a dynamic real-time coordination framework for resource
and task assignment to improve patient flow and resource utilization across the emergency department (ED) and inpatient unit (IU) network within hospitals. The scope of patient flow coordination includes ED, IUs, environmental services responsible for room/bed
cleaning/turnaround, and patient transport services. EDs across the U.S. routinely suffer from extended patient waiting times during admission from the ED to the hospital’s
inpatient units, also known as ED patient ‘boarding’. This ED patient boarding not only
compromises patient health outcomes but also blocks access to ED care for new patients
from increased bed occupancy. There are also significant cost implications as well as increased stress and hazards to staff. We carry out this research with the goal of enabling two
different modes of coordination implementation across the ED-to-IU network to reduce ED
patient boarding: Reactive and Proactive. The proposed ‘reactive’ coordination approach
is relatively easy to implement in the presence of modern EHR and hospital IT management systems for it relies only on real-time information readily available in most hospitals.
This approach focuses on managing the flow of patients at the end of their ED care and
being admitted to specific inpatient units. We developed a deterministic dynamic real-time
coordination model for resource and task assignment across the ED-to-IU network using
mixed-integer programming.
The proposed ‘proactive’ coordination approach relies on the power of predictive analytics that anticipate ED patient admissions into the hospital as they are still undergoing
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ED care. The proactive approach potentially allows additional lead-time for coordinating
downstream resources, however, it requires the ability to accurately predict ED patient admissions, target IU for admission, as well as the remaining length-of-stay (care) within the
ED. Numerous other studies have demonstrated that modern EHR systems combined with
advances in data mining and machine learning methods can indeed facilitate such predictions, with reasonable accuracy. The proposed proactive coordination optimization model
extends the reactive deterministic MIP model to account for uncertainties associated with
ED patient admission predictions, leading to an effective and efficient proactive stochastic
MIP model.
Both the reactive and proactive coordination methods have been developed to account
for numerous real-world operational requirements (e.g., rolling planning horizon, eventbased optimization and task assignments, schedule stability management, patient overflow
management, gender matching requirements for IU rooms with double occupancy, patient
isolation requirements, equity in staff utilization and equity in reducing ED patient waiting
times) and computational efficiency (e.g., through model decomposition and efficient construction of scenarios for proactive coordination). We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed models using data from a leading healthcare facility in SE-Michigan, U.S. Results
suggest that even the highly practical optimization enabled reactive coordination can lead
to dramatic reduction in ED patient boarding times. Results also suggest that signification
additional reductions in patient boarding are possible through the proposed proactive approach in the presence of reliable analytics models for prediction ED patient admissions
and remaining ED length-of-stay. Future research can focus on further extending the scope
of coordination to include admissions management (including any necessary approvals
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from insurance), coordination needs for admissions that stem from outside the ED (e.g.,
elective surgeries), as well as ambulance diversions to manage patient flows across the
region and hospital networks.
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